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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT,
IN AND FOR DUVAL COUNTY, FLORIDA

STATE OF FLORIDA,

Plaintiff, (CASE NO.: 16-2013-CF-05781-AXXX

v. DIVISION: CR-D
POSTCONVICTION CAPITAL CASE

DONALD JAMES SMITH, SR.,

Defendant.
-_

RULE 3.851 MOTION FOR POSTCONVICTION RELIEF

COMES NOW, Defendant, Donald James Smith., by and through undersigned counsel,

and hereby moves this Honorable Court for postconviction relief pursuant to FL. R. Crim. Pro.

3.851. In compliance with Rule 3.851, Defendant says further:

A. PROCEDURAL HISTORY

On July 2, 2013, Donald James Smith was indicted by grand jury for the first-degree

‘murder ofINon or between June 21* and June 22% of 2013, as well as kidnapping of a

child under the age of 13 years and sexual battery on a child less than 12 years old. The State filed

anotice to seek the death penalty on July 16,2013. VI/R28 The State later noticed Mr. Smith of

six aggravating factors’. VI/R1256

These six aggravating factors are: 1) the defendant was previously convicted ofa
felony involving the use or threat of violence to a person; 2) the murder was
committed while the defendant was engaged in the commission of a kidnapping and
sexual battery; 3) the murder was committed for the purpose of avoiding or
preventing a lawful arrest; 4) the murder was especially heinous, atrocious or cruel;
5) the murder was committed in a cold, calculated and premeditated manner
without a pretense of moral or legal justification; and (6)IMMwas less than
12 years of age. §§ 921.141(b), (d), (¢), (), @), and (1).
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Counsel for the state and defense filed a numberofpretrial motions, including an amended

motion to change venue due to the relentless amount of media attention this case received

(VI/R939-966), which was denied unless the parties were unsuccessful in their attempt to seat a

fair and impartial jury. However, the defense accepted the panel. (V2/R973-976) An amended

motion to suppress statements (VI/R1330-1337) was denied (VI/R1345-1351), and a motion to

exclude gruesome or inflammatory photographs of the victim. (VI/R176-177), was denied after

an evidentiary hearing (V1/R4050)

Defendant was tried between February 5-14, 2018. The jury returned a Guilty verdict on

all counts. (V2/R1477-1479, 2889-2892) A penalty phase trial began on February 20, 2018, with

the jury returning a unanimous recommendation of death (V1/2988-3012; V2/R2181-2195). The

jury found the State had proved the existenceofall six aggravating factors beyond a reasonable

doubt. (V1/R2988-3012) The jury was presented with 3 statutory mitigators and 35 non-statutory

mitigating factors to consider. The jury rejected all but two mitigating factors offered by Mr.

Smith. They unanimously found his age at the time of the offense mitigating. (VI/R2990) Seven

out of five jurors found it mitigating that he developed a close relationship with his son since he

had been incarcerated. (VI/R3003) Mr. Smith elected not to present any evidence at the Spencer’

hearing (V2/R2206), and the Court sentenced defendant to death on May 23, 2018 (VI/R3113-

3145).

On direct appeal, Mr. Smith raised five issues, including: denial of the motion to change

venue; denial of the motion for mistrial afte the medical examiner became emotional during her

testimony before the jury; denial of the motion to exclude autopsy photographs; overruled

2 Spencer v. State, 615 So. 2d 688 (Fla. 1993).
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objection to State’s comments in Opening Statement; and fundamental error as to State’s

comments during Closing Argument. Mr. Smith raised the cumulative effect of all these errors,

as well. On April 22, 2021, the Florida Supreme Court rejected allof the defendant’s claims, and

affirmed the judgment and sentence. Smith v. State, 320 So.3d 20 (Fla. 2021). A petition for writ

ofcertiorari to the United States Supreme Court was denied on January 18, 2022. Smith v. Florida,

1425.CL 870 (2022).

B. STATEMENT OF CLAIMS

CLAIM 1 - Counsel Was Ineffective for Failing to Identify, Interrogate and
Strike a Biased Juror, Despite Having Been Alerted to the Prospective
Juror’s Bias in the Pre-Selection Questionnaire, in Violation of the Sixth,
Thirteenth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution, as Well
as the Corresponding Provisions in the Constitution of Florida.

An evidentiary hearing is required for this claim:
1) Juror questionnaire

The juror questionnaire, which had been distributed to eachof the prospective jurors and filled

out by the prospective jurors the moming of the first day of jury selection, was given to trial

counsel immediately prior to the voir dire questioning. See, PC Exhibit 1, Juror Questionnaire for

Juror 13. Question Four of the questionnaire asked jurors “If your answers to Question One or

‘Two were yes, have you formed an opinion as to the Defendants guilt or innocence?” Questions.

One and Two asked whether the prospective juror had heard or read anything about the case, the

Defendant, the victim, or the victim's mother. Prospective Juror 13 checked “yes” to Question

One, indicating that she had heard or read about the case prior to coming to Court, and she also

checked “yes” to Question Four, indicating that she had formed an opinion as to the Defendant's

guilt. Question Five asked “If your answer to Question Four was yes, can you follow the

instructionsofthis Court and put asideanything you have heard about this case and rendera verdict
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based only on the evidence and law presented during the trial?” Prospective Juror 13 initially

checked the “no” box, then at some point late, crossed out the “no” and checked “yes”, placing

herinitials next to that check mark. Given that she otherwise filled out the questionnaire correctly

(although many other prospective jurors did not fill it out correctly, answering conditional

questions even though their previous answers had not satisfied the conditions), it appears that

Prospective Juror 13 initially did not believe that she could set aside her opinionofthe Defendant's

guilt or innocence. However, at some point, she changed her mind and indicated that she could set

aside her pre-formed opinion, which was almost certainly guilty (given the extensive pre-trail

publicity, all of which painted Defendant as the person who kidnapped, raped, and murdered the

child victim).

2) Juryselection

tis impossible to know for certain from the questionnaire itself whether the changed answer

was the result of a sincere change of heart, or whether Prospective Juror 13 realized (or had it

pointed out to her) that the case was a high-profile one, with extensive media coverage, and that

asserting that she could not set aside her pre-formed opinion of the Defendant's guilt would

disqualify her from serving as a juror in the case. It was, therefore, incumbent on trial counsel to

inquire as to the sincerity of, and source of, Prospective Juror 13°s change of her answer to

Question Five. However, when trial counsel Fletcher was given the opportunity to question

Prospective Juror 13 about her answers on the questionnaire, he focused his questions entirely on

her answer to Question One (related to her having heard or read something about the case), and

was satisfied when Prospective Juror 13 indicated that she had only heard or read anything about

the case at the time the crime occurred several years before, and had not heard any recent coverage

about the case. V2/R171-172. He did not askProspective Juror 13 about her answers to Questions
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Four and Five (on the next page of the questionnaire) and made no inquiry as to her pre-formed

opinionofDefendants guilt, and her changed answer to the question about her ability to set that

opinion aside and rendera verdict based solely on evidence presented in Court, The American Bar

Association's guidelines for conducting jury trials specifies that “[w]here there is reason to believe

that the prospective jurors have been previously exposed to information about the case, or for other

reasons are likely to have preconceptions concerning it, counsel should be given liberal

opportunity to question jurors individually about the existence and extent of their knowledge and

preconceptions.” ABA Standards for Criminal Justice: Discovery and Trial by Jury, Standard 15-

24(d) (3d ed. 1996). The guidelines also provide for individual questioning outside the presence

of other jurors “on sensitive matters or prior exposure to potentially prejudicial material.” Id.,

Standard 15-2.4(¢).

“Trial counsel never determined, ether as partof the group questioning or individually, whether

Prospective Juror 13 had sincerely changed her mind and was able to set aside her prejudice (as is

required of an unbiased juror), or whether she had changed her answer because someone had

advised her to, or because she wished to sit on the jury for the notorious case for her own reasons,

despite holding actual bias against the Defendant. There was no strategic benefit to failing to

inquire as to the extentofProspective Juror 13'sprior exposure to the case, and the circumstances

of her changed answer as to her ability to set aside her pre-conceived opinion.

‘The only other questioningof Prospective Juror 13 during the entire process was performed by

trial counsel Schlax, who questioned Prospective Juror 13 after attorney Fletcher and presumably

knew that Prospective Juror 13's problematic answers to Questions Four and Five had not been

challenged. Nevertheless, attorney Schlax only questioned Prospective Juror 13 about her ability

to make difficult or life-changing decisions for herself, and whether she could understand that
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other people may not make the same decisions for themselves, as part of her questioning of the

entire panel.. V2/R924-925. Prospective Juror 13 was ultimately selected to sit as a juror, and she

actually sat as oneofthe jurors who found Defendant guilty and sentenced him to death, as part of

the unanimous jury votes in both the guilt and penalty phases.

The standard for ineffective assistanceofcounsel in jury selection is whether counsel allowed

a juror with actual bias against the Defendant to sit on the jury. See Singer v. State, 109 S0.2d 7

(Fla. 1959, at 19-21. A criminal defendant has a right to an impartial jury, and a prospective juror

who lacks impartiality must be excused for cause. Ross v. Oklahoma, 487 U.S. 81, at 85; 108 S.

Ct. 2273, at 2276; 101 LEd.2d 80 (1988). In the long-standing holding in Andrews v. State, 21

Fla. 598 (Fla. 1885), the Florida Supreme Court stated that “[wJhen the opinion formed is such

that it will “take conclusive evidence to change his mind,” we think that it has become too fixed

to justify the person entertaining it to sit as a juror, even though it was not formed from hearing

the witnesses and conversing with them. Id. at 603, citing Proffatt on Jury Trial, 186, 187.

It was incumbent on defense counsel to question Prospective Juror 13 about the basis and

strengthof her fixed opinion as to the Defendants guilt, her actual willingness to set that opinion

aside and consider her verdict solely on the basis of the evidence and testimony presented in the

courtroom, and the reason or reasons for her changed answer on Question Five, as well as whether

the changed answer was the resultofany discussions with any other prospective jurors. There is

no strategic reason for failing to question a prospective juror about their preconceived opinion

aboutacase, andtheirability to set that aside and judge a case only on the facts presented in court.

Failure to do so created a suspicion that Prospective Juror 13 was actually biased against the

Defendant, and courts must take care to remove biased prospectivejurorsifthere is any reasonable

doubt as to their impartiality. Montozzi v. State, 633 So. 2d 563, 19 FLW D607 (Fla4 DCA 1994).
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“Trial counsel's failure to identify and question Prospective Juror 13 as a person with actual

bias against Defendant was ineffective assistance of counsel, and prejudiced Defendant's right to

a fair guilt phaseofhis trial, in violation of the Sixth, Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments to

the US. Constitution, as well as the corresponding provisions of the constitution of Florida.

CLAIM 2: Counsel Was Ineffective for Failing to Properly Question and
Life Qualify Prospective Jurors Using the Colorado Methodof Capital Jury
Selection, and Failure to Make Sure that Prospective Jurors Were Properly
Instructed Regarding Their Role in the Penalty Phase, in Violation of the
Fifth, Sixth, Eighth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States
Constitution, as Well as the Corresponding Provisions in the Florida
Constitution.

An evidentiary hearing is required for this claim:

The “Colorado method” of jury selection in capital cases was developed by Colorado

defense attomey David Wymore in the 1970s, but became nationally known to the public in 2015,

after Wymore and his associates won a life sentence for the defendant in the notorious 2013 movie

theater shooting in Aurora, Colorado, which killed 12 people and injured 58. However, it had been

used by, and taught to, capital defense attorneys for years before that, and has been credited (in

part) with the sharp decline in death sentences over the past 20 years.

‘The useof “life qualification” as a meansof selective pro-defense juries has been based on

numerous federal decisions, including:

a. Witherspoon v. llinois, 391 USS. 510 (1968), which held that people with qualms about

the death penalty may still be eligible to serveifthey are able to set aside those reservations

ina particular case and followtheiroath;

b. Wainwright v. Wit, 469 US. 412 (1985), which allowed an absolutist pro-death

prospective juror to be struck for cause; and
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<. Morgan. llinois, 504 U.S. 719 (1992), which provides for exclusion for cause for refusal

to even consider a particular mitigating fact which may arise in a particular case.

As noted in “Probing “Life Qualification” Through Expanded Voir Dire”, “[iJhus, taken

together, these constitutional constraints mean that in order to be qualified to serve in a capital

case, a prospective juror must be willing and able to: (1) require the State to prove all of the

elements of murder and an aggravating factor beyond a reasonable doubt; (2) make an

individualized decision in cases where both murder and an aggravating circumstance has been

proven beyond a reasonable doubt as to whether death is the right punishment in that case, neither

rejecting nor imposing it in every case; (3) give meaningful consideration to a wide range of

mitigating factors; and (4) listen to and consider the thoughtsoffellow jurors but stand her ground

ifconvinced ofa conclusion contrary to thatof other jurors.” Id. at 11.

The Colorado method provides a “highly specialized and technical procedure™ for

identifying, educating, and insulating prospective jurors who can best perform those functions, and

has the best chanceof eliciting at least one vote for a sentence of life without the possibility of

parole (hereinafter referred to as “LWOP”).

1) Methodology

(The following information was paraphrased from the article “Overview of the
Colorado Methodof Capital Voir Dire”, written by Matthew Rubenstein, and published
in the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, Inc. magazine The
Champion, November 2010 issue, pp. 18-27).

3 Hofstra Law Review, Vol. 29, Issue 4 (2001), written by John H. Blume, Sheri Lynn Johnson,
and A. Brian Threlkeld.
* ABA Guidelinesfor the Appointment and PerformanceofDefense Counsel in Death Penalty
Cases, February 2003 edition, page 102.
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‘The basic methodologyof the Colorado method i to focus not on the constitutionality of

the state’s death penalty apparatus (which has been litigated extensively post-Furman®, and has

survived numerous appellate challenges), but instead to focus on persuading jurors to impose an

LWOP sentence rather than death. fd. at 18

The first portionof the method consists of identifying prospective jurors who may be

sympathetic to LWOP, using a rating system to distinguish between those who would reliably vote

for life no matter the circumstances, those who would not consider LWOP under any

circumstances, and those who would fall somewhere in between. Given that Supreme Court cases

would allow counsel to strike for cause those who would refuse to impose a death sentence under

any circumstances (Wainwright v. Wit, 105 S.Ct 844), as well as those who would refuse to even

consider anything but a death sentence upon conviction for first-degree murder (Morgan v. Hlinois,

112 5.Ct. 2222), the focusofmostofthe examinationofprospective jurors would beofthose who

fall between those two extremes. The method advocates use ofa 1-7 rating system, with 1 being

automatic life vote and 7 being an automatic death vote. The intentofdividing jurors is:

a. to identify automatic death penalty jurors so that they can be removed as quietly as

possible, without “infecting” other prospective jurors;

b. to identify and attempt to insulate automatic LWOP jurors, to protect them from cause:

challenges by the state;

©. 10 try to educate pro-death jurors as to the need to respect the views of others, and

recognize that different people may have different views from them based on different

upbringings, life experiences, etc.;

# Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972)
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d. To try to encourage pro-life jurors not to give in to browbeating or attempts at coercion by

pro-death jurors, and bring a life recommendation outof the jury room; and

€. To rank the in-between jurors 50 as to most effectively use the defense’s limited supply of

peremptory challenges, and give the defendant the most life-leaning jury possible. 1d.

The 1-7 ranking system is explained as follows:

a. Level I-a person who will never vote for death in any circumstance and is vocal, adamant,

and articulate about it. If this person cannot be swayed to consider at least some

circumstance (no matter how unlikely) that they would consider imposing the death

penalty, they wil likely be removed for cause under the Witt precedent;

b. Level 2-a person who is hesitant to say that they believe in the death penalty, but can give

‘meaningful consideration to the option. They recognize the seriousnessofthe obligation to

sitona capital jury, and great emphasis must be placed on educating them that the decision

of life or death is each individual juror’s alone, and that they must be willing to resist the

influenceof pro-death jurors and stand up for their beliefs;

c. Level 3- basically pro-death penalty, but unable to articulate reasons for their position.

These people are often willing to vote for death so long as someone else is responsible for

imposing the sentence (they are said to have a “kill problem”), and don’t have strong

reasons like deterrence or cost savings upon which to base their opinion. They may be more

sensitive than other pro-death jurors to mitigation claims, and may be able to articulate

reasons to vote against the death penalty if presented with compelling mitigation, and are

more likely to respect the viewsofpro-life jurors than other pro-death jurors;

d. Level 4- comfortable and secure in the death penalty, can articulatetheirreason(s) for their

feelings, and believe that the death penalty is a good thing for society. However, like Level
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3 jurors, they are willing to listen to both sides, and may concede that there may be

circumstances in which a life vote may be appropriate, even if guilt and aggravating

circumstances are proven to them; the difference is their ability to express the rationale

behind their comfort level with the death penalty;

e. Level 5- vocal, articulate pro-death juror; less sensitive to mitigation than Levels 3-4, but

can perhaps envision two or three mitigating circumstances that they would consider

significant. A Level § juror is a sure vote for death, unless the entire restof the jury would

vote for life, and is less likely to attempt to bully other jurors into voting for death than

Level 6-7 jurors.

f. Level 6- strong death penalty juror; only thing that would protect them from a cause

challenge under the Morgan precedent is their claim to “perhaps” listen to mitigation

claims. Believes strongly that the death penalty deters crime and/or is more cost-effective

thanalife sentence without possibilityofparole, and their only issue with the death penalty

is that it isn’t used often enough and quickly enough. Very likely to bully otherjurors into

going along with him, and must be questioned about his willingness to respect the opinions

of those with differing views;

& Level 7- will always vote for death under any circumstance, if given the opportunity.

Believes strongly in “eye for an eye” arguments, and would only consider mitigation in

circumstances where the defendant should be found not guilt by reason of insanity, or

justifiable homicide (which, of course, means mitigation would be irrelevant). Removable

for cause under Morgan, as he will not follow the lawrequiringhim to consider all options.

1d. at 18-19.
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Practitioners must emphasize, from early in the jury selection process, the gravity of the

life-or-death decision they may be asked to make, and the need for all to treat other jurors with

respect and dignity. This helps encourage an atmosphere of candor and honest reflection on the

partof respective jurors, who must be made to understand that in matters ofa person’s deepest

feelings abouta sensitive subject, there is no single “right” or “wrong” answer, and jurors must

never be made to feel that they are being judged for their opinions, whether by the court, counsel,

ortheir fellow prospective jurors. 1d. at 20.

Prospective jurors should be made awareof the charges against the defendant, so that those

who may have a close connection to the case or witnesses in the case may be identified.

Additionally, some prospective jurors may be weeded out for hardship if the natureofthe alleged

offense would make it impossible for them to listen to and evaluate evidence due to their extreme

emotional reaction to the testimony and evidence. However, care must be taken bydefense counsel

to avoid the perception in prospectivejurors that,by thoroughly discussing the natureof the alleged

offense and the possible penalties, defendant's counsel has already conceded the defendant'sguilt.

Prospective jurors must be made to understand that, because the parties will only be able to

individually discuss both possible guilt and penalty matters before the guilt phase begins, defense

counsel must discuss all possible outcomes of the case (“cart before the horse”), but should not be:

taken as a concession of guilt in any way. This must, however, be tailored to the strength of the

state’s case, 50 that defense counsel does not risk losing credibility in a case of overwhelming

evidenceof guilt. d.

Defense counsel should request a pre-ury selection questionnaire to inquire about (aside

from knowledgeofthe case, witnesses, and other routine questions) juror opinions on the death

penalty, as well as an LWOP sentence. Counsel should request at least one week prior to start of
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jury selection to review juror questionnaires (although this is often impossible, as they are often

filled out by prospective jurors on the morning they report for jury duty). Jurors who state that they

have already formed an opinion as to defendant's guilt and would not be moved by presentation

of evidence, or other extreme and unlawful positions, may be challenged for cause before

individual questioning begins. Jd. at 21.

Prospective jurors, individually, should begiven a hypothetical in which another defendant

has been convicted of first degree murder, making it clear that it was premeditated, without

justification, without self-defense, and without insanity issues. The prospective juror should then

be asked whether the death penalty should be the only possible punishment in that case (his is

calleda “strip” question, as it is used to strip away automatic death penalty voters (Level 7). Ifthe

prospective juror indicates that they would consider LWOP, they should then be questioned about

their feelingsifthe case against the hypothetical defendant had various aggravating circumstances

(murder during the commission of another crime, multiple murders, victim is child/disabled/law

enforcement, violent prior convictions, etc.) Include in the hypothetical aggravating factors that

are expected to arise in the defendant's case, but also include others not likely to arise, so that

defense counsel can’t draw an objection for secking a “pre-commitment” by prospective jurors in

their own case. Counsel may also couch “case-specific” questions as “life-qualifying” by asking

questions such as “If you found the hypothetical defendant guiltyof murdering children, would

‘you automatically vote to impose the death penalty, nomatter what other facts may be presented?”

By employing a numberofdifferent factual scenarios, the prospective jurors commitment to the

death penalty (or lack thereof) can be ascertained. Id. at 21-22.

Questioning should transition from open-ended during the initial fact-gathering stage

(while the defense team is determining how to rate individual jurors on the scale) to more leading
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questions during the record-building stage. Use of leading questions should limit the variety of

juror responses, and enable the practitioner to gather factual responses to challenge a “bad” juror

(Levels 6-7) and contest a challenge to “good” jurors (Levels 1-2, possibly 3). fd. at 22-23,

Once ratings are established for the first 50-60 prospective jurors, the defense team should

start to decide which jurors they want for the jury (to build a record to protect them from cause

challenges) and which jurors they do not want (to build a record seeking to be able to challenge

them for cause, to save a peremptory challenge). During questioning, it may be necessary to “re-

stip” a strongly pro-death jurorif they make statements about considering LWOP under certain

circumstances(if those circumstances are not present in defendant's case). d. at 22.

The goal is 10 establish that a juror has “case-specific penalty bias” (believes that death is

the only appropriate sentence under circumstances similar to defendant's), can’t give meaningful

consideration to LWOP, has “case-relevant mitigating evidence bias” (will not give meaningful

consideration to mitigating factors likely to arise in defendants case), will “burden-shift”

(automatically vote for death unless the defense presents sufficiently compelling evidence, instead

of requiring the state to provide sufficiently compelling aggravation evidence to overcome what

should be a bias toward LWOP), or base their decision on some improper basis (such as the cost

of incarceration, etc.) Id.

Anti-death jurors may be “rehabilitated” by pointing out that a person may have strong

moral, ethical, or religious reasons to oppose the death penalty, but may still serve on a capital jury

iff they can follow the law, which requires them to give meaningful consideration to all sentencing

options. After an explanationof the two-phase trial setup (where jurors would never have to make

a sentencing decision if the defendant is acquitted), jurors should be reminded that, unlike the guilt

phase, penalty phase verdicts need not be unanimous, and a split verdict is perfectly lawful and
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appropriate. Confirm that the juror can be fair, and can conform to the requirementsoflaw, and

explain that jurors are never required to find for death, and that an individual juror may find for

LWOP eveniftheir weighing of factors finds the greater weight on the aggravators side, or even

if the juror finds no mitigators at all. Jurors should be reminded that any juror may bestow mercy

on a defendant, and that mercy need not be something “earned” by a defendant, but is bestowed

on them by a juror for any reason, or no reason- no juror must explain or justify a vote for LWOP

to anyone, including their fellow jurors, the attorneys, or the Court. Jd. at 23.

Finally, defense counsel should conduct a “principle confirmation” questioning,

establishing three related concepts:

a. Tsolation- jurors must be informed that the sentencing decision is an individual, personal

moral judgment, based on that juror’s personal ethical code, life experience, and common

sense. Neither the Court nor the legal instructions will provide an “answer” for the

‘members of the jury- each one must make the decision on their own, and no law ever

requires a vote for death. Unlike the guilt phase, there is no such thing as a “hung jury” in

the penalty phase;

b. Tnsulation- each juror must understand that their decision must be respected by the others,

and must be committed to secing that no juror will allow another to be coerced or

intimidated into making a decision;

c. Respect each prospective juror must commit to respecting the personal moral judgment

‘made by each other juror- whether they agree with it or not. This individual decision must

be respected, and no attempts at “conversion” should be tolerated by any juror. /d. at 23-

2.
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Jurors should also be instructed that, although there are a limited number of “statutory”

aggravating factors which may be considered, mitigating factors may come from any source- either

the so-called “Statutory” mitigators, or any number of “non-statutory” mitigators (such

classification should be avoided, to prevent jurors from placing undue emphasis on the “statutory”

mitigators). Id. at 25-26.

Jurors should also be specifically instructed that there is no “mandatory” death penalty in

certain typesofcases, whether multiple murders, child murder, rape-murder,ete. A vote for LWOP

is perfectly legal and acceptable regardlessofthe established facts of the case, and jurors should

be instructed that they should never feel that they must vote for death in any case. Id, at 26-27.

2) Counsel’s Use of the Colorado Method

Defense counsel helped prepare a pre-jury selection questionnaire, which contained the

standard biographical information, abrief summaryof the facts, and juror opinions about the death

penalty (but not LWOP). The prospective jurors in the Smith case filled out their 4-page

questionnaires on the morning that jury selection began. Counsel for Mr. Smith did not seck any

additional time after receiving the executed questionnaires to review them, and confer among

themselves and Mr. Smith. This rushed review may have been a factor in their failure to question

prospective juror 13 about their answering no to the question about being able to put aside any

advance knowledgeofthe case and rendering a verdict solely based on evidence presented at trial,

then crossing out that answer and responding yes, as detailed in Claim 1 above.

After initial questioning about their responses to the questionnaire, counsels for the state

and defense arrived at a pool of 80 prospective jurors out of the original poolof 300.

The prosecution, during their individual voir direofthe panel, used a 1-5 ranking system

(with 1 being most resistant to a death sentence and § being most in favor ofa death sentence) and
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asked the prospective jurors to rank themselves. This was essentially a “death qualification”

survey, as the prospective jurors who declared themselves 1 in the subgroupofjurors from which

the jury was ultimately selected (jurors 16, 28, 37, and 57) were all struck by the state with

peremptory challenges.

The defense, however, merely adopted these self-rankings, and never asked the jurors

whether they would consider sentencing the defendant to LWOP. The defense was never able to

structure the question because of state objections, and because they insisted on using the

defendant's conviction and establishmentofaggravators as an example (leading to an objection

for asking jurors to “pre-commit”), and never used a hypothetical defendant, not the defendant, as

an example. Trial counsel was ineffective for failing to structure questions that would elicit the

desired information and avoid obvious objections.

As previously indicated, counsel for the defense, insteadof using a hypothetical person as

convicted murderer as a “strip” question, used the defendant while questioning prospective juror

13 (ROA V. 2 pg. 902). This drew a pre-commitment objection by the state, which was sustained,

and defense counsel made no further attempt to ask a “strip” question of any of the other

prospective jurors.

Defense counsel failed to question prospective jurors about their opinions on the death

penalty regarding various other factual scenarios, instead limiting their questioning to matters that

had been touched on in the questionnaire, such as whether jurors (or theirrelatives or friends) had

previously been victims of crime, or whether the prospective jurors know any law enforcement

officers. This type of questioning elicited no information as to prospective jurors’ likelihood to

vote for death upon conviction, nor did it educate the prospective jurors in any way.
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As a result of their failure to establish any kind of effective means of ranking the

prospective jurors as to their receptivity to a LWOP sentence, defense counsel had no means of

targeting their informative questioning toward a potentially sympathetic audience. While they did

briefly address the fact that a penalty phase jury verdict does not need to be unanimous and that

any votes for LWOP means that the sentence would be LWOP (V2/922-924) and mentioned, in

questioning two prospective jurors, the need to respect differing opinions (V2/924-928), the

defense failed to individually question potentially life-giving jurors as to these vitally important

concepts, and had no way of determining whether their questions truly reached a receptive

audience.

The standard for determining whether counsel's assistance was so defective as to require

reversal ofa conviction or death sentence, as delineated in Stricklandv. Washington, 466 U.S. 668,

1045.C,2052, 80 L.Ed. 2d 674 (1984), consists oftwo parts: first, whether counsels performance

was deficient; and second, whether that deficient performance prejudiced the defense. /d. at 466

US. 687, 104 S.Ct. 2064.

The standard of “reasonable effectiveness” is less clearly defined, but requires (at a

minimum) “reasonableness under prevailing professional norms”. /d. at 466 U.S. 688. 104 S.Ct

2065. The Court recognizes, however, that “[blecause of the difficulties inherent in making the

evaluation [regarding the reasonablenessof counsel's performance], a court must indulge a strong

presumption that counsel's conduct falls within the wide range of reasonable professional

assistance; that is, the defendant must overcome the presumption that, under the circumstances,

the challenged action “might be considered sound trial strategy”. Jd. at 466 U.S. 689, 104 S.Ct.

2065, citing Michel v. Louisiana, 350 U.S. 91, at 101, 76 S.Ct 158, at 164 (1955).
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Given the facts that the Colorado Method was specifically designed for use in cases like

Defendants, where an overwhelming presumption of guilt existed, and that the method had a long

“track record”ofsuccess in preventing death sentences in such cases, it was incumbent on counsel

to use the method as a means of selecting jurors most likely to vote to sentence defendant to

LWOP, rather than death. Failure to employ the Colorado method in that particular circumstance

wasper se unreasonable professional conduct, and the prejudice was the death sentence handed

down by an improperly selected jury, in violation of the Fifth, Sixth, Eighth and Fourteenth

Amendments to the U.S. Constitution, as well as the corresponding provisions of the constitution

of Florida.

CLAIM 3 - Defendant's Sixth Amendment Right to Trial Was Violated
‘When Counsel Failed to Make Legal Objections and Abdicated Their Duty
to Provide Competent Counsel by Allowing Defendant to Make Strategic
Decisions Without Adequate Consultation In Violation of hisSixth,Eighth,
and Fourteenth Amendments Rights Under the United States Constitution,
and the Corresponding Versions of the Florida Constitution.

An evidentiary hearing is required for this claim:

1) Ineffective Assistance of Counsel for Failing to Make Legal Objcetions

‘The United States Supreme Court has found in McCoy:
The lawyer's province is trial management, but some decisions are reserved for the client
— including whether to plead guilty, waive the right to a jury trial, testify in one's own
behalf, and forgo an appeal. Autonomy to decide that the objectiveofthe defense is to
assert innocence belongs in this reserved-for-the-client category. Refusing to plead guilty
in the faceof overwhelming evidence against her, rejecting the assistanceof counsel, and
insisting on maintaining her innocence at the guilt phase ofa capital trial are not strategic
choices; they are decisions about what the defendant's objectives in fact are. See Weaver
v. Massachusetts, $82 US. __, __, 137 S.Ct. 1899, 1908, 198 LEd.2d 420.

McCoy V. Louisiana, 138 S. Ct. 1500, 1503 (2018). This law is at the heart of the issue in

Defendant's case. It could be argued that the evidence against Defendant was overwhelming.

Nevertheless, despite numerous discussions with the counsel, Defendant chose to maintain a plea
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of not guilty and exercise his right to a full jury trial. Trial Counsel's notes reflect that Defendant's

objectives were discussed concerning this decision. Notes dated October 2, 2017 during a client

visit at the county jail state:

Discussed strategy of pleading guilty vs. standing up in opening and admitting guilty as to
her death.
Pro of plea — reduce amount of evidence, gain credibility that he has accepted
accountability.

Pro of guilt state in full, at least theoretically increases chance of appellate error allows
jury to find him guilty.

(PC Exhibit2 ~ 10/2/17 Counsel Notes) Notes dated from a jail visit with Defendant on November

27,2017 indicate, “Does not want to concede guilt in opening statement. Does not want to do

anything to hurtin appellate error of guiltphase.” (PC Exhibit3 ~ 11/27/17 Counsel Notes) Again,

on December 15, 2017 during a visitation with Defendant, counsel noted, “Discussed strategic

advantage ofjust pleading guilty vs. having a trial.” (PC Exhibit 4 — 12/15/17 Counsel Notes)

An attomey may reasonably assess that accepting guilt is a better strategy ifpleading for

mercy during the penalty phase ofa first degree murder trial. However, the Court in McCoy

recognized that the client may not share that objective. McCoy at 1503-4. While McCoy stands

for the proposition that counsel may not enter a plea of guilty against his client’s wishes, it also

explains that only certain decisions are solely for the defendant to make while “trial management”

is the “lawyer's province.” Id. The following decisions are reserved for the client, “...whether to

plead guilty, waive the right to a jury tral, testify in one's own behalf, and forgo an appeal.” Id.

Therefore, ifa client chooses to have a jury trial, decisions about whether to make legal objections,

whether to cross examineaState witness and whether to present a closing argument are necessarily

the duty of competent counsel. Tt would not save trial counsel from a finding of deficiency to

complain that his client instructed counsel not to cross examine witnesses, object, offer closing
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argument, etc. The licensed attomey is a professional with the education and experience who

knows that those are necessary things in order to complete a record and preserve any issues for

appeal onbehalfof his cient. If one’s strategy for going to trial is to make sure the State meets

their burden to prove the case against their client, it wouldbeimperative to make objections where

appropriate, require the State to lay proper foundations for the evidence presented and to have the

main eyewitness testify in her own words ~ not just agree with the State's narrative

A) Failure to Object During States Dircetof[NN

During the testimony of the most important eyewitness in Mr, Smith's case, [Jl
Ii: counscl made no legal objections. V2/R1027-1072 The

State was allowed to lead this witness through every detail of the incident without a single

objection from the Defense. While initially it may not seem to make a difference and helps to

move the trial along to allow the State to lead concerning minor details, it becomes a pattern that

Ills the Defense into not reacting when adetail could be meaningful. For instance,afterJs

asked to identify Mr. Smith in the courtroom, counsel allows the question, * “Ma'am, on June 21,

2013, the defendant didn’t look like this did he?” VI/R1034 Rather than open ended questions,

the State continues to ask questions that suggest the answer:

a. Do you recognize the person in that photograph? [Yes] Does this photograph fairly and
accurately depict the way the defendant looked on June 21* when you first encountered
him? V2/1034

v. Whois it a picture of? Haveyou seen this person before today? When? Did he
look like the he does in that photograph?

b. What did he say to you when you walked out the door of Dollar General? Did he make
any other comments to you aboutJNV'1/R1036

v. Did he make any other comments to you?

c. Do you recognize that photograph to bea photographof the surveillance video from Dollar
General on June 21%of2013? VI/R1037
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v. Who s this a photograph of? The arrowspointing to defendant and[Jshoutd
have been addedonceshe testified and identified that the people in the photograph
were she and Mr. Smith

4. Do you recognize that o be a surveillance photograph on June 21*, 2013, that shows you,
I2d the defendant in the children’s clothing section of Walmart? V2/R1053

v. Similarly, requiring the witness to actually identify the photo and its contents,
rather than agreeing with the States testimony.

e. Did he make mention ofa gift card that he may have at Walmart? VI/R1038
v. Did he say anything else?

f. When|SBonly testified that Mr. Smith had a S150 gift card and he was waiting on his
wife, the State then prompted her with: Did he make you believe that he was going to give
you or allow you to use that hundred dollar — or $150 gift card to buy temsfor [J

1/1038
v. Is that all he said about the card?

g After Mr. Smithasked[JJilfif she would like to sec his driver's license, the State asked
her: Did this sort of make you feel more comfortable? VI/R1042

v. How did that makeyoufeel?

“This typeof leading goes on throughoutJEMtestimony. The State tells the witness what the

exhibit is and asks ifshe agrees, then moves the photograph into evidence. V2/R1053 The State

suggestswhyJE usted Mr. Smith and asks if she agrees. V2/R1057-8 The State paints

exactly the picture they want to present to the jury with[Jillonly having to follow their lead.

‘This issue has a high probability of impacting the penalty phase, as well as the guilty phase. One

wonders why it was necessary for the State to testify for the eyewitness and lay out her narrative

for her. With no objections, there was no possibility to uncover an appealable issue or force the

State to prove their case. Counsel was ineffective for failing to follow the strategy discussed with

Mr. Smith for going to trial, rather than entering a plea of guilty.

B) Failure to Preserve a Ruling for Appeal Concerning the State’s Presentation of
Rope
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Another example is the fact that counsel filed a motion in limine concerning bringing up a

bundleofrope that was never purchased and was left inside Walmart, due to it causing speculation

about its intended purposes VI/R1452-3 The Court reserved ruling on the motion. VI/R4041

‘The State mentioned the rope in their opening statement without objection. They referred to the

ropeas“[a]n tem that ultimately hedidn’tleave with, but one that foretold his intention.” V2/1014

Neitherwas there an objection to the mentionof the rope (State’s Exhibit C) during the questioning

of[lo preserve this issue for appeal. VI/R1051 Counsel even let the State describe exactly

what the photographofth rope was rather thanasiJlexplain tt the jury. 1d. When the
State wants to move the exhibit nto evidence as State’s Exhibit 3, Counsel states for the record,

“No legal objection, Your Honor.” V2/R1052 After counsel allows the photograph into evidence,

she belatedly mentions, “But, Your Honor, we would renew all prior motions.” d. The Court

noted this for the record without ever having to rule on the motion. As the rial continued, the rope

was once again an object of focus during the State's closing argument in both guilt and penalty

phases, as well as the Spencer hearing:

Only thing he picked up, the only thing that he placed in that shopping cart. Rope. We
know the intent behind that because we've seen what happened afterwards. V2/R1425

The deception, the bundle of rope. That is the evidence T submit that proves cold,
calculated and premeditated. V2/RISIS

Even pus the rope in the grocery cart, foretelling what's in his mind, without regard for
what anybody thinks about it. And then he commits the act. V2/RIS27

But he shows in his mind, through his actions, what's truly behind his eyes when he puts
that rope in that shopping cart. V2/R2094

“Trial counsel put the wrong locationofthe rope in their motion in limine. The motion states,
“The bundleofrope was found in the defendant's van...” VI/R1453 And argued the wrong
Tocation during the motion. V1/R4038 The State had to correct him, “And to correct the record, T
think Mr. Fletcher is just mistaken. The rope in question, which is depicted in State's [Exhibit
B] is photographed at the check-out counter at Wal-Mart... he lef the store before any purchases
were madewithJE.” V1/R4039-40
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‘The motion in limine challenged any presentation to the jury about this rope, which never left the

store. Just as the motion argued they would, the State made “extremely prejudicial” assumptions

about the rope that are unsupported by any statements of Mr. Smith or any other testimony. The

motion argued thattheprejudice outweighed any probative value. However, counsel never secured

a ruling from the Court on this motion and their worst fears about the rope were realized with no

ight to appeal. Again, Mr. Smith was subjected to ineffective assistanceof counsel

©) Failure to Object to the 911 Call

In another exampleof counsels’ failure to defend their client, they made no legal objection

to the Stateplaying[IlMlcall to 911. V2/R1061 What[I said was hearsay and used to

bolster her testimony, which had not been impeached. No detailofher story had been challenged,

not even through an objection. See, §90.801, Florida Statutes. The call consisted ofa series of

questions by the 911 operator which [Jllenswered. The information elicited during the call

was mere duplicationofthe facts revealed during the State’s questioningofJEwith its only

purpose to emphasize her worry. It createda greater emotional impact on the jury to hear her voice

at that time. V2/R1065 However, her concer and regret that sheallowed[EN

Ito 20 off with a strange man are not relevant to any element of the crime charged. See,

§90.401, Florida Statutes.

Evenif the State attempted to offer the 911 recording as an excited utterance, which is an

exception to hearsay under §90.803(2), Florida Statues, an objection should have been made. The

objection would have required a hearing outside the presence of the jury where the State would

have to prove beyond a preponderance of the evidence that the statement was made before [Ill
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had time to contrive or misrepresent the facts that led up to the victim's disappearance.” Issues

that the State sought to suppress in pretrial motions in limine may have been revealed.

Furthermore, the call was made before [Jliwas aware of the murder and did not involve the

murder at all. As no objection was made, there was no issue preserved for appeal.

Regardlessof whether the 911 recording was ultimately viewed as an excited utterance, it

still failed the balancing test for the admissibility of evidence.[llcstimony had not been

impeached and the recording was cumulative to facts already elicited during direct examination of

the eyewitness. The impactof[Jlvoice realizingIlls missing was an emotional

ploy whose prejudice far outweighed any probative value and should have been excluded. See,

590.403, Florida Statutes which states, “Relevant evidence is inadmissibleifits probative value is

substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, confusion of issues, misleading the

jury, or needless presentation of cumulative evidence.” Therefore, the admissibility of this

evidence is precluded by law. See, §90.402, Florida Statutes. Counsel was ineffective for failing

to object to the playing of the 911 recording.

D) Failure to Object to Digitally Altered Photographs

Pre-trial, counsel filed a motion in limine objecting to digitally altered video. VI/RI421-

2 The motion mentioned that color coded arrows were added to the videos to determine the

locations of each person designated by the State. The Court denied the motion. VI/R4047

However, when the State moved photographs from the videos into evidence, trial counsel had no

objection. V2/R1037, 1053 The arrows should have been added affer the witness identified where

they belonged. Since objections were not renewed at the time the State sought to enter the exhibits

into evidence, no issue was preserved for appeal. Mr. Smith chose to have a rial so that he could

7 See, Tucker v. State, 884 S0.2d 168, 173 (Fla. 2d DCA 2004).
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preserve issues for appeal, yet his attorney only went through the appearanceof a trial with no

actual substance. This is the epitome of ineffective assistance of counsel. The Defense even

‘waivedtheir closing argument. V2/R1437

Ifthe State’s case was not going to be challenged, then going to trial was the worst possible

decision for a defendant facing the death penalty. The jury heard aggravating evidence twice,

which made mounting a penalty phase argument for mitigation and mercy incredibly more

difficult. Counsels’ failure to defend their client at trial rises to the level of ineffective assistance

of counselunderStrickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668 (1984). In Strickland, the Supreme Court

stated, “The benchmark for judging any claim of ineffectiveness must be whether counsel's

conduct so undermined the proper functioning of the adversarial process that the trial cannot be

relied on as having produced a just result. Jd, at 686. And further at 691-692, the Court found,

“The purpose of the Sixth Amendment guarantee of counsel is to ensure that a defendant has the

assistance necessary to justify reliance on the outcomeof the proceeding.”

In fact, counsels’ ineffectiveness goes beyond Strickland, wherein part of the two prong

test to determine whether a new tral is merited is whether counsel's ineffectiveness prejudiced the

outcome of the case. This begs the questions of what happens when the evidence against a

defendant is overwhelming. Would counsel then be entitled to just appear in court and sit at

counsel table as not much more than a spectator while the State presents its case? At some point,

the lack of defense becomes structural and results in the defendant being denied his Sixth

Amendment right toa rial. Tn fact, the Court in Strickland alluded to this point when it stated, “Tn

certain Sixth Amendment contexts, prejudice is presumed. Actual or constructive denial of the

assistanceofcounsel altogether is legally presumed to result in prejudice.” /d. Such is the situation

in Mr. Smith's case.
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2) Inadequate Faretta Inquiry due to ineffectiveness of counsel to explain to defendant
what issues were waived through this decision

Atonepoint, trial counsel abdicatedtheirrole as counsel and announced to the Court, “My

client has just indicated to me that he does not wish for me to cross-examine[ISin

any fashion. So I think it would probably be appropriate to have an inquiry.” V/RI073 The

Court then had the following exchange with Mr. Smith, after putting him under oath:

THE COURT: Earlier your attomeys had indicated that they may want to have some
discussion with the Court and have some cross-examination of this witness, but your
attorneys told me now that you wish for them not to do any cross-examinationofthis
witness, i that correct?

THE DEFENDANT: That's correct.

THE COURT: Do you understand there will not be another opportunity for them to cross-
examine her? Do you understand that?

THE DEFENDANT: Blatant

THE COURT: And you understand,of course, as 1 told the jury, you're not ~you and your
attomeys, you're not required to do anything, theyre not required to cross-examine any
witnesses. Do you understand that?

THE DEFENDANT: Yes, ma'am.

THE COURT: And that is clearly how you wish to proceed?

THE DEFENDANT: 1 don’t want her to go through anything that she doesn’t have to go
through. I'm done.

THE COURT: Okay. So you don’t want any cross-examination?

THE DEFENDANT: ~ No, ma’am.

THE COURT: And its clear on the record your age. You're 61, is that correct?

THE DEFENDANT: Yes, ma'am.

THE COURT: We've gone over this before, you've got a work history, you've got an
education history.

THE DEFENDANT: Yes, ma'am.
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THE COURT: You've understood everything that's going on in the courtroom before
‘making this decision, is that correct?

THE DEFENDANT: Yes, ma'am.

THE COURT: Allright. 1 do find that Mr. Smith has freely advised Court and counsel he
wishes no cross-examination of this witness.

V2RI073-5

The decision whether to cross-examine the main eyewitness should only be made by an

attorney. Once the trial begins, its in the courtsdiscretion to even allow a defendant to belatedly

exercise his right to represent himself. See, Mosley v. State, SC20-195 (Fla. Sept. 15,2022), citing

United States v. Dunlap, 577 F.2d 867 869 (4th Cir. 1978) (“[O]nce tral has begun, it is within

the rial court's discretion whether to allow the defendant to dismiss counsel and proceed prose.”);

McCray . State, 71 So. 3d 848, 870 (Fla. 2011) (“As other courts have recognized, a tial court's

decisions on a defendant's belated request or sel representation afier the trial begins is reviewed

for an abuse of discretion.”); Davis v. State, 162 So. 3d 326, 327 (Fla. 3d DCA 2015); Thomas v.

State, 958 So. 2d 995, 996 (Fla. Sth DCA 2007). This issue should be analyzed the same from

either sideofthe question: Whether the court denied a defendants request for self-representation,

as well as whether it was appropriate to grant thedefendantsbelated request. Either way, it is up

to the court to make a sound legal decision.

Tn Mr. Smith's case, his request right came afier the State finished playing the very

emotional 911 recordingof[NNN--izin[EE 2s missing after allowing

I© 20offwith a strange man. Mr. Smith would have been in a vulnerable position at

that moment and not in the frameofmind to make an intelligent, rational decision. He would not

have needed to make that decision, because he was represented by counsel. The Court could have

declined his request if Mr. Smith had been thoroughly questioned and the Court determined his
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request was spontaneous and lacked careful consideration. The attorneys would have been allowed

to proceed with their defense.

This situation is different than cases where counsel failed to ascertain and present available

mitigating evidence for the penalty phase due to interferenceby the defendant. Thereareanumber

of cases that recognize thatdefendant’ failure to provide namesof mitigating witnesses or to insist

that certain family members not be involved or shamed will not be imputed to trial counsel as a

failure on their part. The Florida Supreme Court has relied on language from Strickland in finding

that Covington® not wanting evidence ofviolence in his family introduced or Cherry” not providing

mitigating witness information was not counsel’s fault. Strickland at 691 was cited in both cases,

"the reasonableness of counsel's actions may be determined or substantially influenced by the

defendant's own statements or actions." It should be noted that the Court goes on to say in the

sentences following this cite, “Counsel's actions are usually based, quite properly, on informed

strategic choices made by the defendant and on information supplied by the defendant. In

particular, what investigation decisions are reasonable depends critically on such information...

And when a defendant has given counsel reason to believe that pursuing certain investigations

would be fruitless or even harmful, counsel's failure to pursue those investigations may not later

be challenged as unreasonable. » Jd. Had counsel not turned over their duty to try the case to Mr.

Smith, they would not have needed any further information or assistance from Mr. Smith in order

to proceed with cross examination. Relying on information and guidance from a client during

penalty phase preparation and investigation is a very different situation than turing over an

attorney's duty to lawyer inthemiddleoftial. Tn Mr. Smith's case, hs strategic decision to go to

8 Covington v. State, SC21-295, SC21-1077, at *49 (Fla. Aug. 25, 2022).
Sherry v. State, 781 So. 2d 1040, 1050 (Fla. 2000) (quoting Strickland, 466 U.S. at
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trial was discussed with counsel. Tt was understood that it was based on a desire to challenge the

State’s case and preserve issues for appeal. Waiving cross examinationof the main eyewitness is

detrimental to that strategy.

Tn Mr. Smith's case, counsel, perhaps understanding the inappropriatenessofwaiving cross

examination ofa key witness, decided to involve the court. Tn doing so, they signaled that they

would not take responsibility for this decision, because it was not a decision that a client should

make after emotional testimony in the middle of trial. Counsel asked the Court to “have an

inquiry.” V2/R1073 Apparently, counsel was referring to a Faretta® inquiry, which is the

necessary questioningof a defendant who is giving up his right to be represented by counsel and

proceed pro se. In Faretta, the Supreme Court stated:

When an accused manages his own defense, he relinquishes, as a purely factual matter,
many of the traditional benefits associated with the right to counsel. For this reason, in
order to represent himself, the accused must "knowingly and intelligently" forgo those
relinquished benefit. Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 U.S. at 464-465. CE. Von
Moltke v. Gillies, 332 U. S. 708, 723-724 (plurality opinion of Black, 1. Although a
defendant need not himselfhave the skill and experienceof a lawyer in order competently
and intelligently to choose self-representation, he should be made awareof the dangers and
disadvantages of self-representation, so that the record will establish that "he knows what
he is doing and his choice is made with eyes open." Adams v. United States ex rel.
MeCann, 317 U.S. at 279.

‘The Court's colloquy with Mr. Smith fell below the requirements of Faretta. and Fla.R Crim.

3.111(d). FlaR CrimP. 3.111(d)(2), WaiverofCounsel states:

Adefendant shall not be considered to have waived the assistanceofcounsel until the entire
processofoffering counsel has been completed and a thorough inquiry has been made into
both the accused’s comprehension of that offer and the accused's capacity to make a
knowing and intelligent waiver. Before determining whether the waiver is knowing and
intelligent, the court shall advise the defendant of the disadvantages and dangers of self:
representation. (Emphasis added).

© Farettav. California, 422 U.S. 806 (1975).
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The Court merely asks Mr. Smithif waiving cross examination is his wish. The Court notes his

age as being sixty-one (61) and that he has “a work history” and “an education history.” At no

time does the Court advise Mr. Smith of the dangers and disadvantages of making this important

decision. The Court does not ask himifhe is being influenced by the 911 recording and will regret

his decision when he has had a chance to think clearly again. The Court does not explain to Mr.

Smith that he has counsel who is skilled and able to make a rational decision during the heat of

ial. The Court merely asks him if he understand thatJ wil not be questioned, which he
does. The Court does not ask Mr. Smithifhe understands how this decision may impact his case

or an appeal.

‘While Fareta refers toa dutyofthe court to ensure Mr. Smith knowingly and intelligently

waived his right to counsel, the court cannot satsfy its duty where trial counsel has failed to make

sure their client understands what they were going to ask the witness on cross-examination and

what issues for appeal would not be challenged if there was no cross-examination. On November

25,2014, the State filed State’s First Motion In Limine seeking to exclude any evidence pertaining

to the personal history or characterof[NS V/R752 In the Court's Order on

State's First Motion In Limine, the Court excluded some evidence that was revealedabout[ll

in her deposition and also ruled that some evidence sought to be excluded would be proffered at

rial

« [IEas gone by other names; [Excluded]

-I vic
©I
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« [las been diagnosed with mental health disorders, including bipolar disorder and

borderline personality disorder. She had been committed to the hospital six (6) times;

[Shall be proffered at tial]

«She has given false statements under oath; [Shallbeproffered at rial]

« Ils clairvoyant. [Shall be proffered at trial]

‘The Court would rule on the admissibility of evidence to be proffered at the time of tial

VI/R830-832 [See also, PC Exhibit 5, Depositionof|. I» fact, the Court had

dismissed the juryafterJill]direct examination and given them a break so that the parties

could argue the issues from the motion in limine left to be decided at trial. VI/R996-7, 1072 The

jury was already on break. This was the perfect opportunity for counsel to request some time to

discuss the decision not to cross-examine[Jill before the Court began its Faretta inquiry.

Unfortunately, since[Illwas not cross-examined, no issue about the admissibility of the

foregoing evidence can be reviewed on appeal.

Where trial counsel is being asked to disregard their own ethical duty to competently

represent their client, the defendant must be made to fully understand the consequences. Tt is not

enough to just ask, Do you understand she will not be cross examined? It is the understanding of

the consequencesofnot cross examining an eyewitness that must be ascertained. Tnadeath penalty

case,JNtestimony had ramifications for the guilt phase and the penalty phase, as well.

Competent counsel would have advised their client what he was actually giving up when he made

an emotional plea to disregard his own trial and take pity onl] Competent counsel would

have asked the Court for time to speak to their client confidentially about this decision before he

was questioned by the Court according to Faretta. There was no time between the Court

dismissing the jury to take a short break after direct examination of| EENENENNNN -~¢
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counsel's request for the Court to question Mr. Smith, who “just indicated to [them]” he did not

want her to be cross-examined. V2R1072-3

The Supreme Court stated in Strickland, “The Sixth Amendment recognizes the right to

the assistance of counsel because it envisions counsel's playing a role that is critical to the ability

of the adversarial system to produce just results. An accused is entitled to be assisted by an

attorney, whether retained or appointed, who plays the role necessary to ensure that the trial is

fair” See Strickland, at 685. Unfortunately, it appears that counsel was eager to take a pass on a

difficult part of their job, the cross-examination of the childs mother. However, not making a

record that shows Mr. Smith fully understood the consequences of making pro se decisions that

are reserved for licensed attorneys is not just an issue for appeal concerning the adequacy of the

Court's Faretta inquiry. Tt also goes to the ineffective assistance of counsel where counsel too

quickly and inadequately shirked their duty to fully represent Mr. Smith's interests. As the

Supreme Court explained, the Sixth Amendment requires counsel to “fulfill the role in the

adversary process that the Amendment envisions.” See Strickland, at 688. As trial counsel has

failed to fulfil his role, Mr. Smith's Sixth Amendment right to trial was substantially prejudiced

and he should be granted a new trial.

CLAIM 4 — Mr. Smith's Trial Was Fraught with Procedural and
Substantive Errors Which Cannot Be Harmless When Viewed As a Whole,
Since the Combination of Errors Deprived Him ofa Fundamentally Fair
‘Trial Guaranteed Under the Constitution In Violation of his Fifth, Sixth,
Eighth, and Fourteenth Amendments Rights Under the United States
Constitution, and the Corresponding Versions of the Florida Constitution.

An evidentiary hearing is required for this claim:

All other allegations, factual matters, legal arguments and legal authority contained

elsewhere in this motion are fully incorporated herein into each of the following claims.
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Mr. Smith contends that he did not receive the fundamentally fair trial to which he was

entitled under the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments. See, Heath v. Jones, 941 F.2d 1126 (11th

Cir. 1991); Derden v. McNeel, 938 F.2d 605 (5th Cir. 1991). Ttis Mr. Smith's contention that the

process itself failed him. It failed because the sheer number and types of errors involved in his

trial at both the guilt and penalty phases, when considered as a whole, virtually dictated the

sentence that he would receive. State v. Gunsby, 670 So. 2d 920 (Fla. 1996).

The flaws in the system which sentenced Mr. Smith to death are many. They have been

pointed out throughout not only this pleading, but also in Mr. Smith's direct appeal; and while

there are means for addressing each individual error, the fact remains that addressing these errors

on an individual basis may not afford adequate safeguards against an improperly imposed

conviction and death sentence - safeguards which are required by the Constitution. These errors

cannot be harmless. The resultsofthe trial and sentencing are not reliable. Rule 3.851relief must

LEGAL ARGUMENT

Reasonable attorney performance obliges counsel “to bring to bear such skill and

knowledge as will render thetrialareliable adversarial testing process.” Stricklandv. Washington,

466 U.S. 668, 685 (1984). “One of the primary duties defense counsel owes to his client is the

duty to preparehimselfadequately prior to trial.” Magillv.Dugger, 824 F.2d 879, 886 (11° Cir.

1987); “pretrial preparation, principally because it providesa basis upon which most of the

Defense case must rest, is, perhaps, the most critical stageof a lawyer's preparation.” House v.

Balkom, 725 F.2d 608, 618 (11% Cir.) certdenied, 469 U.S. $70 (1984); Weidner v. Wainwright,

708 F.2d 614, 616 (11% Cir. 1983). As stated in Strickland, an attorney has a duty to undertake

reasonable investigation or “to make a reasonable decision that makes particular investigations
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unnecessary.” 466 U.S. at 691. No tactical motive canbeascribed to an attorney whose omissions

are based on ignorance Brewerv.Aiken, 935 F.2d 850 (7* Cir. 1991),or on the failure to properly

investigate or prepare. This motion demonstrates, as the Florida Supreme Court stated in State v.

Fitzpatrick, 118 So.3d 737, 753 (Fla. 2013), “[although] ‘the duty to investigate does not force

defense lawyers to scour the globe on the off chance something will turn up,” Rompilla v. Beard,

545, U.S. 374, 383 (2005), postconviction evidence demonstrates that counsel's preparation and

performance were constitutionally inadequate, and his decisions before and during trial were not

tactical or reflective ofa reasonable trial strategy.”

Evenif counsel provides effective assistance at tial in some areas, the defendant is entitled

to reliefifcounsel renders ineffective assistance in his or her performance in other portionsof the

trial. Washington v. Watkins, 655 F.2d 1346, 1355, rehearingdeniedwith opinion, 662 F.2d 1116

(5% Cir. 1981), cert.denied, 456 U.S. 949 (1982). See also, Kimmelman v. Morrison, 106 S.Ct.

2574 (1986). Evena single error by counsel may be sufficient to warrant relief. Nelson v. Estelle,

642 F.24.903, 906 (5 Cir. 1981) (counsel may be held to be ineffective due to single error where

the basis of the error is of constitutional dimension), Nero v. Blackburn, 597 F.2d 991, 994 (5%

Cor. 1979) (“sometimes a single error is so substantial that italone causes theattorneysassistance

to fall below the Sixth Amendment standard”).

In Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668 (1994), the United States Supreme

Court held that counsel has “a duty to bring to bear such skill and knowledge as will ender

the trial a reliable adversarial process.” Strickland requires a defendant to plead and

demonstrate (1) unreasonable attomey performance, and (2) prejudice. Tn this motion, Mr.

Smith has demonstrated substandard representation by trial counsel in each claim. Each

claim establishes Mr. Smith's right to a new trial, as the omitted evidence and missed
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objections call into question the reliability of jury's verdict. Considered together, the

argument is even more compelling. Mr. Smith's conviction for first degree murder and

sentenceofdeath is the resulting prejudice.

CLAIM 5 - Mr. Smiths’ Constitutional Rights Were Violated When Counsel
Deficiently Listed and Called Dr. Holmes as a Witness During His Penalty
Phase Trial, Resulting Tn Prejudice Tn Violation of his Sixth, Eighth, and
Fourteenth Amendment Rights Under the United State Constitution, and the
Corresponding Provisions of the Florida Constitution.

An evidentiary hearing is required for this claim:

1) Ineffective Assistance of Counsel under the Sixth Amendment

Trial counsel provided constitutionally ineffective assistance during Mr. Smith's penalty

phase by listing and calling Dr. Holmes as a defense witness. Counsel’ unreasonable decisions

ultimately allowed her damaging deposition testimony to be heard by penalty phase jurors and

sufficiently undermines his sentenceof death to warrant penalty phasereliefunder Strickland. See

Sliney, 944 $0.24 270, 285 (Fla. 2006); see also Strickland, 466 U.S. at 686-688.

Ineffective assistanceof counsel during the penalty phase is reviewed under the two-prong

test established by Strickland. Id. at 668; (see also Simmons v. State, 105 So. 3d 475, 503 (Fla.

2012). This requires a showing that trial counsel’s performance was both deficient and prejudicial

10 establish “that [counsel]’s deficient performance deprived [the defendant] ofa reliable penalty

phase proceeding.” Hoskins v. State, 75 So. 3d 250, 254 (Fla. 2011); see also Strickland, 466 U.S.

at 687. Deficient performance is established when counsel's acts were unreasonable, which turns

on prevailing professional norms and whether the preparation and investigation used to support

counsel's decisions was sufficient to support an informed and knowledgeable decision. See

Wiggins v. Smith, 539 USS. 510, 523 (2003). To assess reasonableness, ths court “must consider
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not only the quantumofevidence already known to counsel, but also whether the known evidence

would lead a reasonable attorney to investigate further,” or proceed differently. Wiggins, 539 U.S.

at 527. When examining counsel’s performance, an objective standard of reasonableness applies.

See Strickland, 466 U.S. at 689. No tactical motive can be ascribed to an attorney whose actions

are based on ignorance or on the failure to thoroughly investigate or prepare. Brewer v. Aiken, 935

F.2d 850 (7th Cir. 1991). Counsel has a duty to “find witnesses to help humanize the defendant,”

among other potential mitigation evidence, and to be fully informedof the available mitigation for

penalty phase purposes. Hardwick v. Crosby, 320 F. 34 1127, 1163 (1 1th Cir. 2003). Counsel must

have sound reasons for omitting available mitigation evidence from the penalty phase and it must

have been harmful in some respect to the defendant's case. See Simmons v. State, 105 S0.3d 475,

497 (Fla. 2012); see also Sliney v. State, 944 0.24 270, 285 (Fla. 2006); see also Rutherford v.

State, 727 S0.2dd 216, 223 (Fla. 1998); see also State v. Lewis, 838 So. 2d 1102, 1113 (Fla. 2002)

(“[Tlhe obligation to investigate and prepare for the penalty portionof a capital case cannot be

overstated —this is an integral part ofa capital case.”).

Counsel’s deficient performance must also prejudice the defendant. See Strickland, 466

US. at 687. Prejudice in the penalty phase context asks, “whether the error of trial counsel

undermines this Court's confidence in the sentence of death when viewed in the context of the

penalty phase evidence and mitigators and aggravators found by the trial court.” Bevel v. State,

221 50.3 1158, 1179 (Fla. 2017) (citing Hurst v. State, 18 $0.34 975, 1013 (Fla. 2009); see also

Porter v. McCollum, 558 U.S. 30,41 (2009) (“Under this standard, a defendant is not required ‘to

show that counsel's deficient conduct more likely than not altered the outcome of his penalty

proceeding, butrather that he established ‘a probability sufficient to undermine confidence in [that]

outcome.”) Post-Hurst, a reasonable probability sufficient to undermine confidence in the death
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sentence is one that considers “whether the unpresented mitigation evidence would have [an effect

on] as little as onejuror to vote for life.” See Bevel, 221 So. 3d at 1181, 1183 (emphasis added).

In this case, the issue is the ineffectivenessof presenting obviously harmful evidence. However,

thepointofBevel is the same. Had this negative evidence not been presented, would it have tipped

the scales in Mr. Smith's favor and affected at least one juror to vote for life?

A) Trial Counsels Decision to List and Call Dr. Holmesas a Witness During Mr.
Smith's Penalty Phase was Deficient Performance.

Trial counsel provided constitutionally ineffective assistance during Mr. Smith's penalty

phase by calling Dr. Holmes as a defense witness and subjecting her to cross-examination by the

state, which allowed her extremely damaging testimony to be heard by penalty phase jurors, and

prejudiced Mr. Smith by resulting in his sentence of death, warranting relief under Strickland v.

Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 686-688 (1994). The statements and opinions Dr. Holmes provided

during her deposition, and in her written expert opinion, gave counsel more-than-adequate notice

that her testimony would provide no probative mitigation evidence on Mr. Smith's behalf and

posed significant harm to the efficacyofhis remaining mitigation presentation. (PC Exhibit 6 - Dr.

Holmes Deposition); (PC Exhibit § - Dr. Holmes Report). Ultimately, and without reason, counsel

failed in their Sixth Amendment duty to avoid the significant harm posed by the testimony of Dr.

Holmes and called her to the stand as Mr. Smith's first penalty phase witness. V2/R1566. Dr.

Holmes did not vacillate from her deposition testimony and as result of trial counsel's deficient

decision to present her as a penalty phase witness, jurors heard an avalanche of otherwise

unavailable aggravation evidence without eliciting any otherwise unavailable mitigation evidence.

SeeStrickland, 466 U.S. at 668. This included her inflammatory, and seemingly biased, description

of Mr. Smith as “the most dangerous pedophile she had ever met” alongside her extremely

damning conclusion that Mr. Smith had no available mitigation available to present on his behalf.
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V2RI598, V2/R1601, V2IR1609.

While the Florida Supreme Court (hereinafier “FSC”) has made clear that “[s]trategic

decisions do not constitute ineffective assistanceof counsell,]” no deference should be afforded to

Mr. Smith's trial counsel because their actions were objectively unreasonable. Occhicone v. State,

768 S0.2d 1037, 1048 (Fla. 2000). The listing and calling of Dr. Holmes during Mr. Smith's

penalty phase cannot be considered ‘sound trial strategy” because counsel's performance was

objectively unreasonable. Se Miller v. State, 161 S0.3d 354 (Fla. 2015); see also Bradleyv. State,

3350.34 664, 671-62 (Fla. 2010) (“The defendant bears the burden to “overcome the presumption

that, under the circumstances, the challenged action ‘might be considered sound trial strategy.)

In Miller v. State, the FSC found trial counsel deficient for failing to recognize that their

hired expert's testimony was not favorable to theirclientbeforelisting him as awitness. See Miller,

161 So. 3d at 366-67. The FSC reasoned counsel was deficient because *[trial counsel] did not

appreciate or even realize the negative implicationsoftheirexpert]'s proposed testimony until the

State deposed him.” Id. at 367. Further, the FSC explained that “[trial counsel] should have

recognized and understood the implicationsofDr. Danziger’s testimony and the consequences of

listing a confidential expert as a witness.” /d. The FSC concluded that this conduct constituted

deficient performance because “{cJounsel’s failure to fully assess the negative implicationsofDr.

Danziger's testimony before listing him as a witness was objectively unreasonable and cannot be

considered a reasonable trial strategy.” Id.

“Trial counsel should have never listed Dr. Holmes as an expert witness. The statements

and opinions Dr. Holmes made in her written expert opinion, and later expounded upon in detail

during her deposition, provided notice to counsel that her proposed testimony would offer no

probative mitigation evidence on Mr. Smith's behalf. By listing Dr. Holmes as an expert witness,
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the State had the right to take her deposition and obtain otherwise privileged information. See

Miller, 161 So. 3d at 366-67. From the initial receiptofher report, counsel was deficient for failing

to investigate and discern the hamfulness of Dr. Holmes’ opinion and prospective testimony

before listing her as a witness. /d. After the deposition counsel should have struck Dr. Holmes

from the witness list and should never have called her to testify at trial. Her deposition testimony

was sufficient to place even the most minimally competent counsel on notice that Dr. Holmes

testimony was exceptionally harmful to Mr. Smith's case in mitigation and its only effect would

be to enrage the jury into voting for death. Once listed, Dr. Holmes gave far more damaging

testimony than what trial counsel already knew from her report. (PC Exhibit 8, Dr. Holmes

Report); see also Miller, 161 So. 3d at 366.

The FSC holding in Miller makes clear that Mr. Smith's trial counsel was objectively

unreasonable for listing Dr. Holmes as a witness. Counsel’s deficient performance began long

before the calamitous decision to present her testimony before penalty phase jurors. See Id; see

also Occhicone, 768 S0.2d at 1048. From the beginning, trial counsel was on notice that Dr.

Holmes would not be able to provide the testimony that the defense team hoped. As early as her

firstof three meetings, counsel should have known that any testimony from Dr. Holmes would be

vulnerable to attack because she did not perform any testing duringher seriesof evaluations. (PC

Exhibit 6, Dr. Butler Penalty Phase Report, p. 9); see also Miller, 161 So.3d at 365-366. In

addition, it should have been clear to competent counsel upon receipt of this initial report by Dr.

Holmes on December 6, 2017, that she would not be a favorable expert witness for Mr. Smith and

should not remain listed as a potential penalty phase witness. Her report also contained the

statement that Mr. Smith admitted to Dr. Holmes *

I,
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admitted to Dr. Holmes that “I
ID:. Holmes concluded her report with a diagnosis of|INMEN

JIN(mont others) and noted that

EE

|(°C :xhibit 6, Dr. Butler

Penalty Phase Report, p. 9-10). These observations from Dr. Holmes’s report wentdirectly against

the main goal of Mr. Smith's penalty phase, which was to show he sought help and attempted to

protect society against himself shortly before the offense.’ (PC Exhibit 8, Dr. Holmes Report).

However, without reason, counsel listed Dr. Holmes as a penalty phase witness, who was thereby

deposed by the state on January 16, 2018. (PC Exhibit 7, Dr. Holmes Deposition). Thus, like in

Miller, counsel was deficient for listing Dr. Holmes as a witness because her report and conduct

‘gave clear notice to trial counsel that Dr. Holmes” testimony wouldbe “more favorable to the State

than to the defense.” /d.

However, in addition to counsel’s error in Miller, Mr. Smith’s trial counsel goesa step

furtherin their deficient conduct and unreasonably decides to not only list, but present, Dr. Holmes

as apenaltyphase witness. This decision to call Dr. Holmes to the stand following her catastrophic

deposition testimony unreasonably surpasses what the FSC already found constituted deficient

performance. See Miller, 367. 2 Miller's trial counsel was at least aware that they should not

11 In her most recent report, Dr. Butler explained the defense team’s goal to show Mr. Smith was
a deeply troubled man whose mental illness had escalated beyond his control. (PC Exhibit 6, Dr.

Butler Penalty Phase Report, p. 3-4). Dr. Butler also stated that abig portionofthe defense strategy
was to show jurors Mr. Smith had attemped to confine himself two weeks before the incident. (PC

Exhibit6, Dr. Butler Penalty Phase Report,p. 8).

12 The Miller court noted that upon retaining their expert, “[counsel] carefully limited the
information provided to Dr. Danziger and intentionally did not provide him with specific details
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present Dr. Danzinger after his deposition because it would “give the State ammunition to do a

very effective cross-examination.” Mr. Smith's counsel wholly ignored this identical danger and

ineffectively proceeded with the presentationofDr. Holmes.

Counsel’ action of calling Dr. Holmes becomes even more incomprehensible once her

deposition testimony is considered. Dr. Holmes’s deposition testimony was far more problematic

and damaging than the opinions already contained in her report and should have clearly precluded

her testimony from the defense penalty phase presentation had counsel acted reasonably.

Following the deposition of Dr. Holmes, trial counsel had full knowledge of the following

inflammatory and damaging statements she made about Mr. Smith during her deposition that

would likely be elicited by the state during her cross examination:

=m

of Miller's homicide conviction in Oregon[]” to mitigate against unnecessary harm. Jd. at 366
Even stil, the Miller defense expert, Dr. Danzinger, opined that *EN
A1:15 Mills counsel sna wien conspondence
to Dr. Danziger and explained in writing that

See ld. (citing Morion v. State, 189 50.34
S29,529-50 (Pa- 2001) (("concluding tat [ojo the United States Supreme Court and this Court
have determined that a defendant's antisocial personality disorder is a valid mitigating
circumstances for trial courts to considerandweigh.) However, even in light ofthis opinion and
the potential for this information to be revealed throughout the course of their representation, Dr.
Danzinger was stil listed as a witness and deposed by the state. See /d., at 365-366. Similarly,
after receiving her opinion, Mr. Smith's counsel proceeded to lst Dr. Holmesas a witness pursuant
to Florida Ruleof Criminal Procedure 3.220(d)(1)(A).
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7, Dr. Holmes Deposition, p. 1).

Based on these statements, it should have been clear to defense counsel that Dr. Holmes

would not provide any probative mitigation evidence on Mr. Smith's behalf. There was no

reasonable possibility that the defense could limit jurors” exposure to this aggravation evidence

during thecross examination ofDr. Holmes. Instead, counsel unreasonably chose to present this

otherwise inadmissible evidence through Dr. Holmes, where, in addition to this supposed

“mitigation,” jurors would also undoubtedly hear her personal commentary from her deposition

testimony regarding how exquisitely dangerous he was without any redeeming characteristic

during thestate’scross-examination. (PC Exhibit 7, Dr. Holmes Deposition,p. 21-23, 54)
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Dr. Butler immediately reached out to trial counsel after reading Dr. Holmes’ deposition

to “discuss the damaging natureof her testimony.” (PC Exhibit 6, Dr. Butler Penalty Phase Report,

p. 12). Trial Counsel indicated that “she had spoken to Dr. Holmes [who] had [paraphrased] ‘said

some things to make her feel better.” Dr. Butler asked trial counsel what Dr. Holmes had said to

them about her deposition testimony to assuage their concerns because she did not believe it would

be possible that Dr. Holmes could provide favorable mitigation testimony given her prior

statements. (PC Exhibit 6, Dr. Butler Penalty Phase Report, p. 11) In response to Dr. Butler's

concern about presenting heras a witness during the penalty phase, trial counsel implied that “Dr.

Holmes planned on qualifying her testimony in a way that would be more favorable to the

defense.” (PC Exhibit 6, Dr. Butler Penalty Phase Report, p. 11) Dr. Butler “expressed confusion”

about the viability of that plan and “indicated our defense team should refrain from having her

testify in front ofthe jury.” However, Dr. Butler could not make the final determination about this

decision and ultimately, trial counsel ignored this advice and made the unreasonable, deficient,

decision to open the defense penalty phase mitigation presentation by tendering Dr. Holmes as an

expert witness.

After the deposition, counsel should have struck Dr. Holmes from the witness list. No

reason existed to support counsel's deficient decisions to list and call Dr. Holmes as a witness

following her deposition. There was also no strategy in risking the presentation of very damning

statements blaming the victim for his crime or Dr. Holmes’ inappropriate and inflammatory

observation that Mr. Smith was one of the most dangerous sex offenders that she had ever met.

(PC Exhibit 7, Dr. Holmes Deposition, p. 21-23, 54). No reason exists within the context of Mr.

Smith's penalty phase mitigation presentation to support any strategic’ decision by trial counsel

in lightof the substantial likelihood that the state would undoubedly elicit her most egregious
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observations and conclusions in front of Mr. Smith's penalty phase jury. See e.g., Miller, 161 So.

3d at 36-67; see also Wiggins, 539 U.S. at 524. Dr. Holmes wasclear in her deposition that she

did not believe any of the mitigation factors she was retained to evaluate for Mr. Smith were

applicable to him or his life history. See Williams, 529 U.S. at 396. Her testimony was wholly

unnecessary in lightofthe other available mitigation evidenceultimatelypresented on Mr. Smith's

behalf. There is no strategic reason, or any probative evidence, that trial counsel needed to elicit

from Dr. Holmes that would have justified the risk of jurors hearing contradictory and hostile

testimony from a defense doctor that did not support their theory of mitigation.

Mr. Smith's counsel had several other experts hired and presented on hisbehalf during his

penalty phase. The presentationofDr. Holmes did nothing more than discredit the mitigation Dr.

Buffington, Dr. Colino, Dr. Wu and Dr. Butler did present on Mr. Smith's behalf. Dr. Holmes

made several remarks during her deposition that directly contradicted the other available

mitigation evidence trial counsel had available to present on Mr. Smith's behalf. OFparticular

importance, Dr. Holmes stated that she saw no indication of brain damage, even though Mr. Smith

had been evaluated by a neurologist, Dr. Colino, and a neuropsychologist, Dr. Sesta, who found

that he did in fact suffer from a organic brain dysfunction. (PC Exhibit 7, Dr. Holmes Deposition,

p. 42:43); (PC Exhibit 9, Dr. Colino Trial Report; (PC Exhibit 10, Dr. Sesta Trial Report; (PC

Exhibit 11, Dr. Buffington Trial Report); (PC Exhibit 12, Dr. Wu Trial Report) Dr. Holmes’s

conclusion that she failed to observe any behavior that indicated Mr. Smith suffered from any

neurocognitive disorder was especially problematic because Dr. Holmes did not conduct any

testing during her evaluations. As Dr. Butler explained, neurocognitive [J EEEESN
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I(-it6, Dr. Buler Penalty Phase Report)

Further, Dr. Holmes's testimony “eliminated or minimized the mitigating factors listed in

Florida Statute 921.141 as examples of reasons jurors can cite to vote for a sentence of life

imprisonment.” (PC Exhibit6, Dr. Butler Penalty Phase Report). Dr. Holmes failed to identify any

ofthe probative mitigating aspectsof thediagnoses or observations she hadof Mr. Smith, his past,

or his available statutory mitigators. Instead, her deposition testimony focused solely on the

negative aspects of her diagnoses and ignored other, relevant, and mitigating information that was

provided to Dr. Holmes by Dr. Butler herself in her extensive mitigation report. For example, Dr.

Holmes diagnosed Mr. Smith as

I
I(PC Exhibit 6, Dr. Butler Penalty Phase Report). However, as Dr. Butler

I,(7 hibit 6, Dr. Butler
Penalty Phase Report, p. 12) Dr. Butler also noted that Dr. Holmes failed to mention events from

Mr. Smith's past and his lackof controlor understanding of his behavior, nor did she explain how

anyofthe informationshedid acknowledge EEG

I(°C hibit 6, Dr. Butler Penalty

Phase Report, p. 10). Trial counsel had the benefit of a seasoned mitigation specialist to help

counsel position potentially negative information in a positive light."* While Dr. Holmes did not

* The American Bar Association (ABA) Guidelines for the Appointment and Performance of
Defense Counsel in Death Penalty Cases explains the functionof a mitigation specialist in its
commentary to Guideline 4.1: “A mitigation specialist is also an indispensable member of the
defense team throughout all capital proceedings. Mitigation specialists possess clinical and
information-gathering skills and training that most lawyers simply do not have. They have the time
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volunteer the above-mentioned helpful facts, it was tial counsel's duty to prepare their expert to

present her findings within the mitigating context outlined by Dr. Butler. Trial counsel should

have known before putting Dr. Holmes on the stand whether she would be willing to discuss the

etiologyofhis disorders, or describe the disruptive impact they likely had on Mr. Smith's life, tc.

Counsel had a duty to verify with Dr. Holmes whether she had anything positive to say about Mr.

Smith and would be willing to identify facts that supported mitigation. Counsel failed to direct Dr.

Holmes'squestioning to show how disorders generally considered aggravatingfor defendant can

be shown to be mitigating if explained correctly. Counsel's failure to be sure she could eliit

favorable testimony from Dr. Holmes before she allowed her to testify is further evidence of

ineffective assistance of counsel. This witness's hostility toward Mr. Smith was palpable. For

instance, she could barely concede that he would do well in an institutional setting where he would

be confined. She first pointed out that he could still get drugs in prison before finally admitting

that he did not have a history of violence while incarcerated. VI/RIGI6-7 Even potentially

positive facts were qualified with bad facts.

IF counsel had reviewed their expectations with Dr. Holmes during preparation for trial, and

she betrayed their understanding once she took the stand, then Dr. Holmes would have become a

hostile/adverse witness. At that point, counsel would have had two options. They could have

approached the bench and asked the Court o declare her an adverse witness and allowed counsel

0 ask her leading questions to include what Dr. Holmes may have said more positively during

witness preparation. Or counsel could have stopped questioning her to limit the damage. They

and the ability to elicit sensitive, embarrassing and often humiliating evidence (c.¢. INE
that the defendant may have never disclosed.” ABA Guidelines for the Appointment and

Performanceof Defense Counsel in Death Penalty Cases (rev. ed. 2003) (footnote omitted).
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could then get what they needed through their other defense experts, which is what they should

have done in the first place. Competent counsel would never have put their client in this situation

to begin with. These comments are only to show that counsel compounded their error of calling

Dr. Holmes to testify by failing to handle her competently while on the stand.

Dr. Holmes’s focus on only the negative attributesof Mr. Smith's mental health disorders

and history allowed her to conclude that she saw no evidence to support any of Mr. Smith's

available statutory, and non-statutory, mitigation. Dr. Butler noted Dr. Holmes’s specific

statements regarding Mr. Smith's available statutory mitigators in her report

Tn addition to her statements contradicting other mitigation evidence, failing to find or consider

any ofthe diagnosis or history she reviewed to support any statutory mitigator, and essentially

conceding Mr. Smith's guilt, Dr. Holmes concluded her deposition testimony by stating:

(PC Exhibit7, Dr. Holmes Deposition,p. 63). Eachofthese statementsmade by Dr. Holmes during
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her deposition alone should have had counsel seriously considering the reasonableness of

presenting this damaging testimony before Mr. Smith's penalty phase jury. As Dr. Butler

explained, Dr. Holmes failed to identify anyof the probative mitigating aspects of the diagnoses

or observations she had of Mr. Smith, or his past. Instead, her deposition testimony focused solely

on the negative aspects of her diagnoses and ignored other, relevant, and mitigating information

that was provided to Dr. Holmes by Dr. Butlerherselfin her extensive mitigation report.

The most inexplicable part of tral counsels’ decision to call Dr. Holmes was that they had

10 legal or strategic reason to present her testimony during Mr. Smith's penalty phase. (emphasis

added) Not only would her damaging statements far outweigh any conceivable probative

mitigation she could have found -Dr. Holmes had none. Nor was trial counsel left on the eve of

trial without sufficient mitigation evidence. As noted by Dr. Butler, trial counsel had a

neuropsychologist anda neurologist both prepared to testify regarding Mr. Smith's neurocognitive

dysfunction, who had also reviewed thesamehistory constructed by Dr. Butler and were far better

able to offer probative substantive evidence for jurors to consider when evaluating his available

statutory mitigators. (PC Exhibit 6, Dr. Butler Penalty Phase Report, p. 12-13) These available

alternative witnesses could have provided jurors far more persuasive mitigation evidence, still

supported the defense theory of mitigation through the introductionofany Baker Act evidence or

Mr. Smith's prior convictions and mental health diagnosis, and avoided the presentation of

contradictory, damaging testimony which diminished the efficacy of Mr. Smith's overall

mitigation presentation, which will be discussed in further detail below. (PC Exhibit 6, Dr. Butler

Penalty Phase Report, p. 12-13); (PC Exhibit 9, Dr. Colino Trial Report); (PC Exhibit 10, Dr. Sesta

Report); (PC Exhibit 11, Dr. Buffington Report); (PC Exhibit 11, Dr. Sesta Report) (emphasis

added.)
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AtleastMillers counsel testified that upon “hearing Dr. Danzinger's deposition testimony

[counsel] was forced to reconsider his trial strategy because he realized that Dr. Danzinger’s

testimony would actually be unfavorable”—and instead of presenting Dr. Danzinger as a defense

witness, strategically planned to impeach his testimony on cross-examination when he was

inevitably called by the State. Competent counsel, “utilizing their specialized understanding and

expertise,” would have omitted Dr. Holmes from their penalty phase presentation in light of the

damage her cross examination posed in lightofher disastrous deposition testimony. Dr. Holmes

testified under oath during her deposition to even more problematic and inflammatory statements

than those included in her report. There was no tactical or procedural reason for trial counsel to

take this risk —the defense had far more probative, mitigation evidence to present on Mr. Smith's

behalf. There was no discernable reason for exposing Mr. Smith's jury to this damning evidence.

See e.g. Id; see also Slincy, 944 $0.24 at 285. On the contrary, the prejudicial impact the deficient

presentation of Dr. Holmes caused to remainder of Mr. Smith's mitigation presentation any

probative mitigation presented to Mr. Smith's jury.

In lightofthese damning statements that would undoubtedly be elicited by the State during

cross examination, under Strickland, counsel was deficient for their presentation of Dr. Holmes

during Mr. Smith's penalty phase. It wasnotreasonableforcounsel tosubject Dr. Holmesto cross

examination in light of the substantial likelihood that the state would undoubtedly elicit her most

egregious observations and conclusions in front of Mr. Smith's penalty phase jury. Allowing Dr.

Holmes to testify on Mr. Smith'sbehalfposed such an obvious and substantial threat to his penalty

phase presentation that even he State requested a colloquy to ensure Mr. Smith was awareof the

inherent risks of defense counsel's decision. The point of the colloquy was to make a record of

advising Mr. Smith that seemingly adverse testimony would be used for good purposes, and that
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Mr. Smith knew there were some risks to this but understood counsel's strategy. Counsel should

have known there was nothing good this expert had to say and no way to limit damaging testimony,

50 Mr. Smith was misled when he gave his assent. Furthermore, even outside the context of a

waiver, it does not save trial counsel from a finding of deficient performance by claiming they

acted alongside their clients wishes because the presentationofexpert witness testimony is solely

within the province of trial counsel and should not shield counsel from the principles required by

the Sixth Amendment

There was no reason for trial counsel to take this risk ~ the defense had far more probative,

mitigation evidence to present on Mr. Smith's behalf, which left no discemable reason for trial

counsel to expose Mr. Smith's jury to Dr. Holmes’s damaging and contradictory testimony. In

fact, the remainder of Mr. Smith's available mitigation presentation rendered the presentation of

Dr. Holmes wholly unnecessary and tainted this otherwise probative evidence to Mr. Smith's jury

at the onset of his penalty phase presentation and warrants relief.

Under the Sixth Amendment, trial counsel had a constitutional obligation to utilize their

professional judgment and avoid the unnecessary harm her presentation had on Mr. Smith's

penalty phase objectives. There was no beneficial evidence that purportedly could have come from

Dr. Holmes on which trial counsel could claim a reasonable strategy for proceeding with her

testimony. On the contrary, even the de minimis mitigation evidence, namely the Baker Act

records presented through Dr. Holmes, could have been presented through one of Mr. Smith's

available, and far less problematic, defense experts. Thus, counsel’s decision to present Dr.

Holmes was not only made in the faceof substantial risk but there was also no reward on which

to justify this choice. Ultimately, Dr. Holmes’ testimony provided only harmful evidence that

damaged Mr. Smith's character and contradicted the defense’s remaining mitigation presentation.
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An evidentiary hearing is warranted because counsel’s failure to omit the presentation of Dr.

Holmes, and competently avoid any of the unnecessary testimony posed to Mr. Smith, presents a

facially sufficient and cognizable claim for relief under Strickland v. Washington because

counsel's constitutionally ineffective presentation of Dr. Holmes “so undermined the proper

functioning of the adversarial process that [Mr. Smith's penalty phase] cannot be relied on as

having produceda just result” as required by the Sixth Amendment of the United States

Constitution, and under the corresponding portionsofthe Florida Constitution, warrants relief. See

466 U.S. at 685-688.

B. The prejudiceof counsel's deficiency was overwhelming; there is a reasonable
probability ofa different outcome had counsel not acted deficiently.

Counsel’s unreasonable decisions caused substantial harm to the efficacyofhis remaining

mitigation presentation and establishes deficient performance under Strickland. Id. (PC Exhibit 6

- Dr. Holmes Deposition); (PC Exhibit 8 - Dr. Holmes Report). Mr. Smith was prejudiced because,

as anticipated, Dr. Holmes’ testimony “was nearly an exact replication of what she had stated

during her deposition,” and counsel's deficiency caused his jurors to “[hear] expert testimony that

presented an incomplete portrayal of Mr. Smith's mental illness.” (PC Exhibit 6, Dr. Butler Report,

p. 14, 16); Wiggins, 539 US. at 527. Not only did the statements elicited from her deposition

during the state’s cross examination demolish Mr. Smith's character and destroy any hope of

achieving their goals for mitigation; but even the testimony trial counsel elicited during her direct

examination contradicted the conclusions of the other expert witnesses: Dr. Daniel Buffington,

pharmacologist, Dr. Geoffrey Colino, neurologist, Dr. Joseph Wu, Dr. Joseph Sesta,

neuropsychologist, and Dr. Joseph Wa, radiologist. As Dr. Butler noted, “(il summary, [Mr.

Smith's other defense experts] testified regarding the significant impact Mr. Smith's acute

intoxication had on his decision-making and brain abnormalities likely due to longstanding
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substance abuse, age, head trauma, and childhood neglect.” (PC Exhibit 6, Dr. Butler Report). In

fact, not only did counsels” decision to present Dr. Holmes significantly damage the efficacy of

his remaining penalty phase presentation, but by presenting testimony that contradicted the other

defense expert opinions as their first witness, counsel effectively tainted all the testimony that

followed and ensured jurors would consider the remaining, more probative mitigation evidence,

with far less weight. See Bevel, 221 So.3d at 1179 (Fla. 2017) (citing Hurst, 18 So.3d at 1013; see

alsoPorter, 558 U.S. at41.

Instead of omitting Dr. Holmes from the penalty phase, counsel's decision left jurors

without “accurate information with which to decide the presenceofmitigation or how such factors

should be weighed to determine his ultimate sentence,” and resulted in his sentence of death. To

begin, the deficient decision to present Dr. Holmes resulted in the followingtestimony being heard

by penalty phase jurors during trial counsel's own direct examination regarding her diagnosis of

Mr. Smith:

As Dr. Butler explained, these two disorders do not consistof solely negative attributes described

by Dr. Holmes. Instead, as she noted in her report, individuals like Dr. Smith “JN
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I
I"(PC Exhibit6, Dr. Butler Report,p. 14-15). As aresult, Dr. Butler explained, “Jl

I
I(°C Exhibit 6, Dr. Butler Report,

p. 15). Additionally, Dr. Butler noted that people with these personality disorder characteristcally

I+cxplained that Mr. Smith himsel J

I(C hibit 6, Dr. Butler Report,

p- 19).

Instead of identifying any of these personality disorder characteristics, during cross

examination, Dr. Holmes agreed that she testified under oath that she did not find anything

mitigating about Mr. Smith, or the circumstances of his crime. VI/R1598. Dr. Holmes also

testified on cross that she saw no indicationof remorse from Mr. Smith, V2/RI601, and agreed

that 2 1601. However, zs Dr.

Butler explained, there i a|:rt

TE
EE
I°Cbi6, Dr. Butler Report, p. 15). Ulimately,
as Dr. Butler explained, this is oneof the * EG

I
I(°C Exhibit6, Dr. Butler Report,p. 15). This information

would have provided far better context in the circumstances of his crime — and could have been

far better supported by testimony far less inflammatory and damning by explaining[ll“ll

I5c!221 So.3dat 1181, 118.
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Dr. Holmesalso testified, contradicting the other defense expert opinions, that Mr. Smith

suffered from no brain damage and agreed with the State that [ihere is nothing in your evaluation,

opinion, or testimony before the jury that is offered as mitigation related to him or his offense.”

V2R1609. Holmes downplayed or omitted important mitigating information from his past. Dr.

Holmes could not think of any event or circumstance that contributed to his mental illnesses other

than cocaine use will lower inhibitions. V2/1591 Dr. Homes characterized his relationship with

his mother os “NEM” V2/1579 She further testified that the absence of other close

relationships was due to moving arounda lot. She phrased it, [EEEGEGEG—_—

I 2/1580 This conflicted with the testimony offered by Dr. Butler describing the early

abusive years he spent with his grandmother who was cold and unaffectionate. V2/R1942, 1945,

1948 Dr. Homes failed to mention that Mr. Smith's relatives considered him gorgeous and too

perfect 0 touch — much like you would protecta porcelain doll from breaking. Consequently, Dr.

Butler explained that ctuaty
IDVrevealed tho

I
I(°C Exhibit 6, Dr. Butler Report, p. 15).

The only seemingly probative evidence elicited from Dr. Holmes, was potentially the

admission of Mr. Smith'sJE -ccords that show Mr. Smith attempted to institutionalize

himselfto protect the dangers he posed to society. Dr. Butler noted, however, that this strategy

would not have been reasonable because even her deposition revealed that “Dr. Holmes appeared

to ignore oneofthe most pivotal events in the case: On June 9, 2013, less than two weeks before
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the offense, Mr. Smith attempted to confine himselfby telling the Mental Health Resource Center

he was having homicidal and suicidal ideations.” He was then placed on an involuntary 72-hour

psychiatric hold but was released shortly thereafter.” The victim was found murdered on June 22,

2013. However, Dr. Sesta, Dr. Colino, Dr. Buffington and Dr. Butler all also reviewed these

records and would have been a far more appropriate witnesses to admit and present this evidence

through. Because the testimonyofDr. Holmes considerably harmed any chanceofefficacyofhis

penalty phase presentation. Instead, Dr. Holmes did nothing more than discredit the probative

mitigation Dr. Buffington, Dr. Colino, and Dr. Butler did present on Mr. Smith's behalf. Holmes

provided no probative mitigation evidence, and her testimony was wholly unnecessary in light of

the other available mitigation evidence ultimately presented on Mr. Smith's behalf. As Dr. Butler

concluded in her postconviction report, Mr. Smith's jury “heard expert testimony that presented

an incomplete portrayal of Mr. Smith's mental illness,” based on the testimony of Dr. Holmes,

which left jurors without “accurate information with which to describe the presence of mitigation

or how such factors should be weighed to determine his ultimate sentence.” (PC Exhibit 6, Dr.

Butler Report, p. 15-16). This directly resulted in jurors finding ofa sentence of death. Thus, trial

counsel's presentationofDr. Holmes during Mr. Smith's penalty phase was prejudicially deficient

performance by trial counsel andrelief is warranted under Strickland. See Strickland, 466 U.S at

687; see also Bevel, 221 So.3d at 1179 (Fla. 2017) (citing Hurst, 18 So.3d at 1013; see also Porter,

SS8US.at4l

2) The colloquy prior to the testimony of Dr. Holmes did not overcome Mr. Smith’s right to
the effective assistance of counsel because Mr. Smith and the trial court were misled by
trial counsel.

A pre-trial colloquy was conducted by the trial court regarding the presentation of Dr.

Holmes after being prompted by the state, upon the commencement of Mr. Smith's penalty phase
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proceedings. V2R1488. The colloquy was requested based on concer about statements from her

deposition and report that the prosecutor believed to “almost equate to being an admission to a

lesser included offense based upon what [was] [tendered].” V2R1488-1489. However, Mr. Smith's

responses to the court's questioning did not constitute an effective waiverofhis Sixth Amendment

right to effective counsel and does not preclude relief from counsel’s ineffective assistance under

Strickland in the present motion.

The Court and Mr. Smith were never informed of the extentof the trl horrible testimony

that Dr. Holmes would provide. Counsel had a duty to inform both the court and their client of

how bad Dr. Holmes’s testimony would be. Counsel should have known what Dr. Holmes would

testify to before calling her as a witness. Counsel needed to look no further than Dr. Holmes’s

report and deposition, both of which the court had no knowledge. Mr. Smith could not consent to

‘what counsel did not adequately explain to him. There were significant risks posed to him by Dr.

Holmes testifying andifinformedof them by counsel Mr. Smith would never have acquiesced to

this. Mr. Smith certainly never waived his right to effective counsel. Any statement by counsel to

Mr. Smith that the harm anticipated by even the State could be mitigated was fundamentally

misleading. Allowing Mr. Smith to engage in a colloquy without fully advising himof the futility

ofattempting to obtain any mitigation from Dr. Holmes and without considering the harm that was

inevitable was ineffective in itself. The trial court could not accept the waiver as knowing,

intelligent and voluntary because it was based on the misleading of the Court and Mr. Smith.

Getting a mentally ill, brain damaged individual to agree to trial counsel's folly is hardly a

constitutional waiver. Trial counsel should never have called Dr. Holmes even if Mr. Smith

insisted upon it. This was counsels fault alone.

Relief is warranted under Strickland because the responsibility to competently avoid the
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presentation of harmful mitigation evidence based on their specialized legal experience and

training was the duty and provinceof counsel alone. See e.g., McCoy v. Louisiana, 130 S.C. 1500,

1508 (Explaining that “{tJrial management is the lawyer's province: Counsel provides his or her

assistance by making decisions such as ‘what argument to pursue, what evidentiary objections to

make, and what arguments to conclude regarding the admissionofevidence.”) (citing Gonzalez v.

US, 553 U.S. 242, 248 (2008)) (internal quotation marks and citations omitted). Ultimately, the

responsibility to avoid exposing Mr. Smith to unnecessary harm required the independent and

affirmative duty of counsel alone under the Sixth Amendment, because the evaluationofthe

potential dangers posed by her testimony required a legal understand complex evidentiary

considerations regarding the procedural harm faced by Mr. Smith regarding their presentation of

Dr. Holmes would procedurally cause Mr. Smith by opening the door to evidence that was

otherwise inadmissible as a matter of law. See e.., McCoy, 130 S.Ct. at 1508; see also Gonzales,

553 US. ar 248. Weighing the existence of any probative mitigation evidence against the

substantial danger the presentation of Dr. Holmes posed to Mr. Smith in the likely event jurors

heard her most damaging observations during the state’s cross examination, and the necessary

consideration regarding what effect this otherwise inadmissible evidence could have on the

persuasiveness of their overall mitigation presentation and availability to the state of otherwise

inadmissible aggravation evidence s, “precisely the typeof complicated [legal question] the Sixth

Amendment requires competent counsel use their legal training and experience to make. See

McCoy, 130 S.Ct. at 1508.; see also Gonzalez, 553 U.S. at 248.

Thus, under the Sixth Amendment, the ultimate decision to present Dr. Holmes was the

responsibility of trial counsel alone because Mr. Smith could not fully understand the potential

dangers posed by her testimony and required the exerciseof their duty under the Sixth Amendment
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to provide competent legal expertise to Mr. Smith. U.S. v. Garcia, 517 F.2d 272 (5th Cir. 1975).

Instead, Mr. Smith’s counsel failed in that duty and any supposed assent during the trial court’s

colloquy to counsel's unreasonable strategy did not reveal his assent was made with sufficient

knowledge of the dangers and lack of probative evidence her testimony presented to

“unequivocally and intelligently” establish a waiver of his constitutional rights, nor does his mere

assent preclude an evaluation under Strickland. See Hammond v. Hall, S86 F.3d 1289, 1327-28

(11 Cir. 2009); see also Gonzalez, 553 US. at 248; see also e.g., Taylor, 484 USS. at 417-418

(1988).

A defendants Sixth Amendment right to effective counsel can only be waived

“competently and intelligently.” See Ross v. Waimwright, 738 F.2d 1217, 1221 (11th Cir. 1984)

(citing Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 U.S. 458 (1938). However, special care must be exercised by the

trial judge to ensure that “the defendant's voluntariness and knowledge of the consequences of

[counsel's action] will be manifest on the factof the record.” See Id. (citing Garcia, $17 F.2d at

272) (internal citations omitted)). The trial court must also be forthright in advising the defendant

of potential dangers ofa particular course of action during the colloquy. See Garcia, 517 F.2d at

274. deally, the court should elicit a narrative response from the defendant. See Id. “Mere assent

in response to a series of questions from the bench may in some circumstances constitute an

adequate waiver, but the court should nonetheless endeavor to have each defendant personally

articulate in detail his intent to forego this significant constitutional protection.” See Id. The trial

court could not do this because the court and Mr. Smith were unaware of the true perils of calling

Dr. Holmes.

While counsel maintains a duty under the Sixth Amendment to discuss potential trial

strategies with the defendant, the Supreme Court has long held that this obligation “does not
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require counsel to obiain the defendant's consent to “every tactical decision.” Florida v. Nixon,

543 USS. 175, 187 (2004) (quoting Taylor, 484 U.S. at 417-418 (1988). Instead, the Supreme

Court has consistently established that counsel maintains the authority, and duty, under the Sixth

Amendment to competently manage a client’s defense without need for client consent, -- as long

as it is mot a decision regarding the exercise or waiver ofa basic trial right. see e.g., Taylor, 484

USS. at 417-418. The Supreme Court has made clear that counsel alone is best suitedto utilize their

expertise to competently consider “[nJumerous choices affecting conduct of the trial... [which]

depend not only [on] what is permissible under the rulesofevidence and procedure but also upon

tactical consideration of the moment and the larger strategic plan for the trial” Gonzalez, 553 at

249. Trial counsels duty regarding the presentation of potential expert witness testimony is

precisely the type of complicated procedural issues the Sixth Amendment envisioned would

require the competent assistance of counsel once the defendant elected representation. See e.g.,

US. v. Garcia, 517 F.2d 272 (Sth Cir. 1975); See e.g., McCoy 130'S.Ct at 1509; see also Gonzalez,

S553US. at 248.

The complex factual and legal decisions like the one faced by counsel here regarding the

presentationofDr. Holmes during Mr. Smith's penalty phase necessitated the typeof evidentiary

considerations andrequired the navigationof complex issues regarding sufficiencyof the evidence

and potential danger of constitutional harm. Once the defendant has elected representation,

competent assistance of counsel envisioned by the Sixth Amendment was required to evaluate the

potential of Dr. Holmes based on their legal experience and expertise. See e.g., McCoy 130 S.Ct.

at 1509; see also Gonzalez, 553 U.S. at 248 (“The presentationof a criminal defense can be a

mystifying process even for well-informed laypersons. This is oneof the reasons for the right to

counsel”).
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Mr. Smith unequivocally failed to possess the legal knowledge and expertise required for

him to be able to sufficiently understand the complex danger the testimonyofDr. Holmes posed

to the viability and efficacy of his overall penalty phase presentation. That is why the Sixth

Amendment requires an affirmative duty of effective counsel to independently evaluate the risk

each defense strategy may pose to a criminal defendant within the procedureofthe trial itself. See

e.g. McCoy, 130'S.Ct. at 1508-1509; see also Strickland, 466 U.S.at 488-491. This is the heart of

the reason the United States Supreme Court has long considered trial management as falling

squarely within the lawyer's province based on counsel's specialized understanding and legal

expertise. See McCoy, 130'S.Ct. at 1508 (citing Gonzalez, 553 at 249) (Identifying issues regarding

trial management that typically present “[nJumerous choices affecting conductofthe tial... [and]

depend not only upon what is permissible under the rulesof evidence and procedure but also upon

tactical considerationofthe moment and the larger strategic plan for the trial”) Thus, rial counsel

retains autonomy and the affirmative Sixth Amendment duty “to utilize their specialized

understanding and expertise, by making competent [decisions about procedural, tial management

issues] such as what argument to pursue, what evidentiary objections to make, and what arguments

to conclude regarding the admission of evidence.” See e.g., McCoy 130 S.Ct. at 1509; see also

Gonzalez, 553 U.S. at 248; see also e.g. Taylor, 484 USS. at 417-418 (“Although there are basic

rights that the attomey cannot waive without the fully informed and publicly acknowledged

consentofthe client, the lawyer has—and must have—full authority to manage the conductof the

rial”)

Understanding the unnecessary risk of exposing Dr. Holmes to cross examination in front

of Mr. Smith's penalty phase jury is “precisely the type of complicated [legal question] that the

Sixth Amendment requires competent counsel to use their legal training and experience to make.
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See Strickland; See eg., Gonzalez, 553 US. at 248 (“In exercising professional judgment,

moreover, the attorney draws upon the expertise and experience that members of the bar should

bring to the trial process”as the Sixth Amendment requires). Only rial counsel had the experience

and knowledge to understand that the expertise, qualifications, and records reviewed by either the

Pharmacologist, Neuropsychologist, or Neurologist Mr. Smith had retained and prepared to

present on his behalf, rendered the need to present Dr. Holmes as a witness wholly unnecessary.

Therefore, instead of acting as a sufficient waiver of Mr. Smith's Sixth Amendment right under

Strickland to precluding collateral attack regarding trial counsel's ineffective assistance; the trial

court's colloquy made clear that Mr. Smith did not waive trial counsel's constitutional obligation

to uilize their professional judgment and avoid any unnecessary harm to his penalty phase

objectives, which were to show Mr. Smith could not control his impulses, suffered from

neurocognitive dysfunction, and attempted[JJMlMllhimseif two weeks before the event. See

e.g. Gonzalez, 553 US. at 248; (PC Exhibit 6, Dr. Butler Penalty Phase Report, p. 12). Thus, the

deficient presentation of Dr. Holmes during Mr. Smith's penalty phase was not waived by Mr.

Smith, and this claim warrantsreliefunder Strickland. See 466 U.S. at 687.

The record is clear that Mr. Smith did not waive any Sixth Amendment right to effective

counsel “competently and intelligently” and that the colloquy conducted by the tral court did not

preclude his right to collateral review of counsel's deficient presentation of Dr. Holmes under

Strickland. See Ross, 738 F.2d at 1221; see also Hammond, 586 F.3d at 1327-28; se also ROA

V2 p.1491. Instead of acting as a sufficiently informed waiver of Mr. Smith's right under

Strickland to a later collateral attack regarding trial counsels ineffective assistance; the trial

court's colloquy made clear that Mr. Smith had been misled by tral counsel and was left unaware

of the unnecessary dangers Dr. Holmes’s testimony posed to the remainder of his mitigation
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presentation. The colloquy also failed to inform or ascertain if Mr. Smith understood that assent to

the defense strategy regarding Dr. Holmes could constitute a waiverofhis Sixth Amendment rights

and any future collateral claim of ineffective assistance of counsel. See Ross, 738 F.2d at 1221.

V/2R 1488-1491. The record itself indicates that Mr. Smith, the tral court, and even the state, were

all under the erroneous impression that his trial counsel would “obviously . .. argue [Dr. Holmes”

testimony) for mitigation purposes.” V/2R 1488-1490. It would appear from what the State put on

the record that the State was made to believe that the defense had a strategy in mind that could put

the negative information to a positive use. As was demonstrated from the complete lack of any

mitigating testimony from Dr. Holmes, the Court, the State and most importantly, Mr. Smith were

misinformed. The Court cannot advise Mr. Smithofthe potential dangersofallowing Dr. Holmes

to testify if the Court is misled as to the fact that no mitigation would be elicited from Dr. Holmes.

Counsel should have used their sufficient expertise and legal vantage point to conclude there was

no probative evidence worth eliciting from Dr. Holmes, that could not have otherwise been

accomplished with far less harm to Mr. Smith's penalty phase presentation.

Mr. Smith was not asked about with any specificity, nor was he seemingly aware, of the

impact Dr. Holmes’ contradictory statements would have on the remainder of his mitigation

presentation and how it directly conflicted with his other expert opinions. (PC Exhibit 6, Dr. Butler

Penalty Phase Report, p. 12). The Court was not in a position to make such an inquiry, because no

one informed the Court of this situation. Trial counsel prevented the Courts colloquy from being

meaningful. Mr. Smith was advised by counsel that they could limit the damaging parts of Dr.

Holmes’s opinion. However, they never advised Mr. Smith that on cross examination, the State

would be allowed to address all negative information that came out in Dr. Holmes’s deposition

and in her report. As Dr. Butler explained in her postconviction report and referenced in greater
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detail below, the testimony of Dr. Holmes would contradict and/or diminish his remaining

probative mitigation evidence. This point was not partof the trial court’s questioning. V/2R 1488

1490. Tn fact, what was unequivocally established from the face of the record was that neither Mr.

Smith, nor the state or rial court, fully understood the danger Dr. Holmes’s opinions posed to his

remaining penalty phase presentation. V/2R1488-1491.

Mr. Smith's assent to the Courts colloquy was based on a false premise- that rial counsel

had a meaningful defense strategy behind the defense presentation ofDr. Holmes and whether trial

counsel had any ability to limit the typeof damning evidence from her deposition in exchange for

any helpful information. V/2R1488-1490; See Garcia, 517 F.2d; see also Ross, 738 F.2d at 1221.

Tt was never established that Mr. Smith fully understood the threat posed by exposing Dr. Holmes

0 cross examination. If counsel had advised Mr. Smithof the damage the State could do on cross

examination, then they should have asked the Court to remind Mr. Smith that the State would have

aright to cross examine Dr. Holmes and elicit information that trial counsel had tried to avoid in

direct examination. Tn ths way, they would be making a record that their client was fully informed.

Tt was also unexplored, because the Court had no way of knowing, whether Mr. Smith realized

counsel would not be able to downplay or limit any prior statement produced by Dr. Holmes in

her opinion and deposition — not just the “prior Jimmy Ryce commitments, prior convictions,

contacts with the justice system,” that the state acknowledged during the trial courts colloquy

‘would not otherwise be admissible evidence without the defense opening the door to through the

presentation of Dr. Holmes herself. V/2R1488-1489. Mr. Smith's mere assent to the trial courts

questioning showed that any acquiescence made regarding the proposed defense strategy during

his colloquy was not a “competent and intelligent waiver of his [Sixth Amendment Right] Ross,

738 F.2d at1221;see also Garcia, 517 F.2d at 274.
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“Thus, counsel was deficient under Strickland because no reasonable strategy could justify

presenting the testimony of Dr. Holmes. Her testimony was purely aggravation evidence and

provided no mitigating information on Mr. Smith's behalf. See Simmons at 506 (citing Sliney v.

State, 944 $0.24 270, 285 (Fla. 2006); see also Rutherford, 727 S0.2dd at 223 (Fla. 1998). Unlike

inthose cases that deal with the omissionof evidence, Mr. Smith'spenalty phase counsel engaged

in the anomalous situationofpresenting what they already knew would be damaging statements

by a hired expert who believed their client to be wholly without mitigation or any availing

characteristic worth of redemption. (emphasis added). See e.g, Wiggins, 539 USS. at 527. There

was also no need for counsel to investigate further — the statements Dr. Holmes provided were her

confirmed testimony and opinion found both in her deposition given under oath and in her report.

Id. Counsel unreasonably proceeded with the knowledge that her proposed testimony would

discredit the more probative mitigation evidence Mr. Smith had available through other experts

and prevent him from achieving his own desired penalty phase objectives. See Simmons at 506

(citing Sliney v. State, 944 S0.2d 270, 285 (Fla. 2006); see also Rutherford, 727 S0.24d at 223

(Fla. 1998).

CLAIM 6: The Cumulative Impact of Counsel’s Deficient Penalty Phase
Presentation of Mr. Smiths Requires Relief Under the Fourth, Sixth,
Eighth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution, and
corresponding provisionsof the Florida Constitution.

Taken together, allofthe above-mentioned penalty phase claims in totality warrant a new

penalty phase proceeding. While cach of the individual errors of counsel during these penalty

phase proceedings warrant relief alone, the fact remains that addressing these errors on an

individual bases may not safeguard against an improperly imposed death sentence. See Heath, 941

F.2d at 1126; Derden, 938 F.2d at 605. Here, counsel’s unreasonable decisions regarding the

presentation of Dr. Holmes and Dr. Butler so wholly damaged Mr. Smith's penalty phase
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presentation that a new proceeding is warranted. Especially when during voir dire, counsel

ineffectively permitted jurors who strongly believed in the death penalty for crimes like the one

Mr. Smith was convicted of to be seated on the jury; and who then failed to act as counsel as

envisioned by the Sixth Amendment. The cumulative effectsofcounselsdeficiencies during Mr.

Smith's penalty phase warrant a new penalty phase trial because the sheer number and types of

errors involved in his trial at both the guilt and penalty phases, when considered as a whole,

virtually dictated the sentence that he would receive. See Gunsby, 670 So. 2d at 920.

C. CONCLUSION AND RELIEF SOUGHT

Mr. Smith requests the following relief, based on his prima facie allegations demonstrating

violationofhis constitutional rights:

1) That he be allowed leave to amend this motion should new claims, facts, or legal

precedent become available to counsel;

2) That he be granted an evidentiary hearing at a reasonable time; and

3) That his judgments andsentencesbe vacated.

D. CERTIFICATION

‘The undersigned attomeys hereby verify that the contents ofthis motion have been

discussed fully with the Defendant, that Rule 4-1.4 of the RulesofProfessional Conduct has

been complied with, and that this motion is filed in good faith.

Respectfully submitted,

15/ Ann Marie Mirialakis
ANN MARIE MIRIALAKIS
Florida Bar No. 658308
Assistant CCRC

18/ Adriana Corso
ADRIANA CORSO
Florida Bar No. 112427
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Assistant CCRC

1s/ Michael R. Hope
MICHAEL R. HOPE
Florida Bar No. 975427
Assistant CCRC

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 6* dayof January 2023, 1 electronically filed the

foregoing motion with the Clerk of the Circuit Court by using the Florida Courts e-portal filing

system which will send a notice of electronic filing to the following: The Honorable Mallory

Cooper, Circuit Judge, meooper@coj.net; bpowell@cojnet; Charmaine M. Millsaps, Assistant

Attomey General, Charmaine Millsaps@myfloridalegal.com; capapp@myfloridalegal.com; Mark

Caliel, Assistant State Attorney, MCaliel@coj.net; further certify thata copy has been furnished

by U.S. Mail to Donald James Smith, Sr., DOC# 986205, Union Correctional Institution, P.O. Box

1000, Raiford, FL 32083.

15/ Ann Marie Mirialakis
ANN MARIE MIRIALAKIS
Florida Bar No. 658308
Assistant CCRC

1s/ Adriana Corso
ADRIANA CORSO
Florida Bar No. 112427
Assistant CCRC

1s/ Michael R. Hope
MICHAEL R. HOPE
Florida Bar No. 975427
Assistant CCRC

CAPITAL COLLATERAL REGIONAL
COUNSEL-MIDDLE REGION
12973 N. Telecom Parkway
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‘Temple Terrace, Florida 33637
813-558-1600
813-558-1601 (Facsimile)
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT,
IN AND FOR DUVAL COUNTY, FLORIDA

STATE OF FLORIDA,
Plaintiff, CASE NO.: 16-2013-CF-05781-AXXX

v. DIVISION: CR-D
POSTCONVICTION CAPITAL CASE

DONALD JAMES SMITH, SR.,
Defendant,

ou

ATTACHMENT TO RULE 3.851 MOTION FOR POSTCONVICTION RELIER

Judgment and Sentence



Doc # 2018104729, OR BK 18373 Page 1222, Number Pages: 9,
Recorded 05/03/2018 09:43 AM, RONNIE FUSSELL CLERK CIRCUIT COURT DUVAL COUNTY

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT,
FOURTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT,
IN AND FOR DUVAL COUNTY,
FLORIDA
‘CASE NUMBER: 16-2013-CF-00S781-AXKKMA
DIVISION: CR-D (Circuit)
0 Probation Violator

STATE OF FLORIDA Community Control Violator
vs. OlRetrial
DONALD JAMES SMITH, DEFENDANT OResentence

LeJUDGMENT
The defendant, DONALD JAMES SMITH, being personally before this Court, represented by

Julie Schiax, Appt'd, the attormeyofrecord, and the State being represented by

Mark Gale, and having:
® been tried and found guilty by jury/by-courtof the following crime(s)
0 entered a plea of guilty to the following crime(s)
0 entered a plea of nolo contendere to the following crime(s)

Offora
Statute

Number(s)

[2 FIONAPPING ACHILD UNDER THE AGE OF 13 YEARS 787.013)f2)

|FEXURLGATTERY ON A CHILD LESS THAN 12 YEARS OLD 793.011(2)68)

2 and no cause being shown why the defendant should not be adjudicated guity; IT IS ORDERED that
the defendant isherebyADJUDICATED GUILTYofthe above crimes).
Clbeing aqualified offender pursuant to F.S. 943.325, the defendant shall be required to submita DNA
sample as required by law.

DO and good cause being shown; IT IS ORDERED THAT ADJUDICATION OF GUIL.

Er MAY 02 2018
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STATE OF FLORIDA (CASE NUMBER: 16-2013-CF-005781-AXXX-MAvs. iN
DONALD JANES SHTH, DEFENDANT

EEERO EINGER RINTSOFDERENDANAC: 7aRs
1.Right Thumb 2. Right Index 3. Right Middle 4. Right Ring 5. Right Little |

= i =
ao SE Hod pe

Ta = . He =az Vy LA P:
tnd Ss

6.Left Thumb. 7. Left Index 8. Left Middle 9. Left Ring 10. Left Little

r ei
be| LaEt Ei

= | Go| = F
i
|

Fingerprints taken by: Names 1C TARPNR.(7870 meL221
1 HEREBY CERTIFYthat the above and foregoing are the fingerprints of the defendant,

DONALD JAMES SMITH, and that they were placed thereon by the defendant in my presence in open court on this.
date 0

| [DONE AND ORDERED in open court in Jacksonville, Duval County, Florida, this Zz owof

HY nl% —

Judge

§ page 2 of A
1 =
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STATE OF FLORIDA INTHE CIRCUIT COURT, FOURTH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, IN AND FORw, DUVAL COUNTY FLORIDA

DONALD JAMES SMITH, DEFENDANT CASE NUMBER: 15-2013-CF-005781-AXKK-MADIVISION; CR-D (Gru)
COURT ORDEREDCOSTSIFINESIFEES 3

The defendant is hereby ordered to pay the folowing sums fchecked:
8 Asum of $3.00_ss court cost pursuant to section 638.01, Florida Statutes, (ddilonal out GostClaring TtFu.
A sum of 50.00 pursuant o secion 936.03, Florida Staiues, (Crimes Compensation Trust Fund).
A sum of $225.00 pursuant lo section 936.05, Florida Statutes (Loc Goverment Criminal usice TrustFund.

8 A sum of $3.00__ pursuant o secon $38.19, lorda Statutes, and section 634.108, Ordinance Code,{Assessment of Anal CourCosts-Duva County Teen Gout Tut Fu.
EA sum of $85.00._pursuanto secon $39.185(1)(), Florida Staltes, and section 634:102(c), Orcinanc:

Code, (Assessment of Adina Court Costs 0 be use for novatons, egal sid, aw Ira, een cour programs)
0A sum of $100.00. pursuant 0 secon 636.055, Florida Statutes, (FDLE Operating Tusk Fr).
5A sum of $100.00 pursuant to secion $38.27(1), Florida Statute, (Sheri Ofce Investigate Cost)
A sum of $14946.74 pursuant to section 936.278), Florida Statues, (Castof Prosecution).

1A sum of $20.00 pursuant 0 secon $38.06, Flora Statues, (Assessment of Addonal Court Costsfoime Stoppers Tus Fun)
9 Aum of $100.00pursuant o section $38.29, Florida Statues, (Cot Appointed Counsel Fees).
1 A sum of $50.00 pursuant to section 27.52, Florida Statues, (Agpicton or CourtAppia Counsel Fees).
3 A sum of 302.00_pursuant1o secon 838.10, Florida Statute, (Crimes Against Mints).
8 A sum of $201.00 pursuanto section 536.0, Florida Statutes, (Funding Programs in Domest Violence)
3 A sum of $302.00 pursuant section 536.085, Florida Statues, (Raps Gris rst Fund).
3 A sum of $50.00 pursuant o section 775.0832), Florida tates (cot.
TA fine nthe sumal § pursusnto section 775, 0635, Florida Statues, (Tis provision fers to
{neaptns in or he Grimes Campensation Trust Fund and snot aplcabl unless checked and completed. inesimpose 25. partof 3 seene 10 Secion 75.063, Farida Saki, re 1 b corded an ne serance pages).
OA Sum ofS. pursuant to section $38.04, Flora Stlutes, (ation cos 5% of ne)
3 A sum of $2.00 as a court cost pursuantto ection 936.15, Farida Statues, (Criminal use Education by
Vidalies and Couns),
A sum of 5.00_ pursuantto section 938.13, Florida Statute, (Mid. convictions niin drugs or coh)

0 A sum of $135.00 pursuanto section 938.07, Florida Statutes, (4S - DUIUI case).
0A sum of $30.00 pursuant o section 316.18(13), Florida States, and section 634.102, Ordinance Code,

(CHT State Cour Facies).0A sum of $3.00. pursuanto secion 318.1(17), Florida States, (State Radio System (SRS).
(0A sum of forthe cast of colieting the DNA sample required by secon 943.325, Florida

Sttutes@ Resiuion in accordance ith atached order
Ooter. 9 .

OPNS{ULD OROERED pan cat ndisney Cou Foi,is cayot
08

Toda
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[DONALD JAMES SMITH, DEFENDANT CASE NUMBER:16-2013-CF-005781-AXXX-MA

oarsJ ______08
! SENTENCE 1

TT enewmw 10
‘The defendant, being personally before this court, accompanied by the defendant’ attorney of record

ue Schiax, Appt, and the acjudcalonibhol having been delerminad, and the cout having given the
Getendant an opportuni to be heard and o ofer maliers in millgation of sentence, and o Show cause why
ine cefendant should not bs sentenced 83 provided by aw, and no cause being shown:

8 and he court having on Q2I1472018 deferred imposition of sentence unt this cate.
0 and the court having previously entered a judgment in this case on now

reseniences the defendant.
DO and the court having placed the defendant on probation/community control, and having

subseauenil revoked the defendants probalion/communiy contol:
It'ls The Sentence Of The Court That (check all that are applicable; unmarked sections are
inapplicable):
© The defendant pay a fine of §. pursuant to section 775.083, Florida: Statutes plus
S$ at the 5% surcharge required by section 938.04, Florida Statutes.

{@ The defendant is hereby committed to the custodyof the Department of Corrections.

0 The defendant is hereby committed to the custody of the Sheriff of Duval County, Florida.
{C The defendant s sentenced as a Youlhful Offender accordance with section 958.04, Firida Statues.
To be Imprisoned (check one; unmarked sections are inapplicable):

0 For a term of natural life.
For aterm of Death

0 Said SENTENCE SUSPENDEDfora period of subject to conditions set forth in this order.
0 Youthful Offender Sentence:

Pursuant to the Florida YouthfulOffender Act, the defendant is hereby sentenced to , of which

shallbe served by incarceration followed by
ina Community Control Program according to the terms and conditions set forth in aseparate order.

0 Spit Sentence (complete the appropriate paragraph):
0 Followed by a period of on’ probatonicommunily control under the

supenision of the Deparment of Corecions according to the terms. and condilons of
‘supervision set forth in a separate order.

O However, after serving aperiodof _________imprisonmentin___;the

balance of sentence shal be suspended and Te defendant shall be piaced on
probation/community control for aperiodof_______under the supervision of the
Boparimant of Cotocions according to the tems and candions af provalon/sommunty control
set fori na separate order

In the event the defendant is ordered to serve additional split sentences, all incarceration portions shall be

satisfied before the defendant begins service of the supervision terms.

Imposition of Sentence Stayed and Withheld (check one; unmarked sections are inapplicable):
DiThe court hereby stays and withholds the imposition of sentence and places the defendant on:

0 Probation/community control for aperiodof ______________under the supervision of the.

Department of Coneclons ith a special condiion hat he defendant serve
eCDual Couny Jal wih credtfor ~~ days.

O Unsupervised probation fora period of ________with the special condition that the defendant

sorePTGaye n Duval County Jal vA GdTor days, Unsupervised
rohan WI Tainats upon completion of special condiion-

(All ahr ganeralispecial conditions of probationcommunity carro shall be set orth in a separa order)

page A or4
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DONALD JAMES SMITH, DEFENDANT ‘CASE NUMBER/16-2013-CF-005781-AXXMA
oBTS #

[ SENTENCE

(Rs fo Counts) _2:3_)
‘The defendant, being personally before this cour, accomparied by the defendants attomey of record

Julie Schlax, Appt’, and the adjudicationfwithhold having been determined, and the court having given the
defendant an opportunity to be heard and to offer matters in mitigation of sentence, and to show cause why
the defendant should not be sentenced as provided by law, and no cause being show:

1 and the cout having on 02/14/2018 deferred impGsition of sentence until this date.
0 and the court having previously entered a judgment in this case on now

resentences the defendant.
O and the court having placed the defendant on probationicommunity control, and having

subsequently revoked the defendant’ probation/community control;
TCTs The Sentence Of The Court That (check all that are applicable; unmarked sections are
inapplicable):
DO The defendant pay a fine of § pursuant to section 775.083, Florida Statutes plus

5 atthe 5% surcharge required by section 938.04, Forida Statutes.
® The defendant Is hereby commited to the custody of the Department of Corrections.
0 The defendant is hereby commitied to the custody ofthe Sherif of Duval County, Florida.
0 The defendant is sentenced as a Youthful Offender in accordance with section 858.04, Florida Statutes.
To bo Imprisoned (check ono; unmarked sections are inapplicable):

Fora termofnatura fe.
Fora term of Lie

0 Said SENTENCE SUSPENDED for a period of subject to conditions set forth in this order.
0 Youthful Offender Sentence:

Pursuant to the Florida Youthful Offender Act, the defendant is hereby sentenced to of which
shall be served by incarceration followed by

ima Community Gonirol Program according to the terms and candiions set forth n a separate order.
0 Spit Sentence (complete the appropriate paragraph}:

O Followed byaperiodof __________on probation/communily control under the
supervision of the Deparment of Corrections according to the terms and conditions of
supervision set forth n a separate arder.

© However, after serving a periodof ______imprisonmentin________,the
balance of sentence shall be suspended and the defendant shal be placed on
probationicommunity controlfor a period of under the supervision ofthe
Department of Corrections according to the Terms and condiins of prabalion/community control
setforth ina separate order.

In the event the defendant is ordered to serve additional split sentences, all incarceration portions shall be
satisfied before the defendant begins service of the supervision terms.
Imposition of Sentence Stayed and Withhold (check one; unmarked sections are inapplicable):
DThe court hereby stays and withholds the imposition of sentence and places the defendant on:
© Probation/community control fora period of ___________under the supervisionofthe

Department of Corrections with a special condfion that he defendant serve
in Duval County Jai, wih creditor days.

© Unsupervised probation fora period of________with the special condition that the defendant
Serve______ days in Duval County Jail wih creditfordays. Unsupervised
probaiion wall terminate upon completion of special condiion.

(Al other generalispecial contions of probation/community control shall be set forth in a separate order.)

Pago ot
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DONALD JAMES SMITH, DEFENDANT CASE NUMBER 16-2013.CF-005781-AXXXMA
BTS #

em mmm eeOTHERPROVISIONS
(As to Countis)_ 182)Gurront Jail

Credit Time: Its further ordered that the defendant shal be allowed a toll of 1775 days as
credit for time incarcerated on tis case /count before imposition of iis sentence.Credit for Time Served

on Violation of Probation/
Community Control:
(check ono) Otis further ordered that the defendant hall be allowed. days time

served between date of ares! as a viollor following releass from prison fo the cate offesentencing. The Department of Corrections shall apply original jai time credit andshall compute and apply credit for ime served only pursuant to section 521.0017,Florida Stalutes, on count(s) . (Offenses commited on o aftr January1,194)
Ol is further ordered that the defendant be allowed days time served
between date of arrest as a violator following release fiom prison to the date ofresentencing. The Department of Carreciions shall apply orginal jail time credit andshall compute and apply credit for time served and unforeiled gain ime previously
awarded on counl(s)____. (Ofenses committed before Oclober 1, 1839,
0 Its further ordered that the defendant be alowed days time served
between date of arrest as a vilalor following release from prison to the dale of
resentencing. The Deparment of Corrections shall apply original jal tme credit and
shall compute and apply credit for time served on count(s) . (Oflenses
committed between October 1, 1989, and December 31, 1993.)

Prior Prison Credit: DI futher ordered tha the defendant shall be allied days time
served belween date of the original sentence being vacated To The date of
resentencing. The Department of Corrections shall apply orginal jai time credit and
shall compute and apy credit or time served on cours) .

Forfeituro of Prior The court deems the unfofeited gain time previously awarded on the above count(s)
Gain/Good Time: forfeited under section 946.05(7)aneckonn) or

0 The court allows unforeited gain time previously awarded on the above couni(s).
(Gani may be subject oriueb he Deparment of orecion under secon S44 281)

Consecutive! tis futher ordered that the sentence imposed fo counl(s)2. shall run
Concurrent Asto (check one)

OtherCounts: @ consecutiveto 1 concurrent with the sentence set forth in count _1
hosts ofthis case.

Consecutive! Its further ordered that the composite term of ll sentences imposed for the
Conurront As To counts specified n this order shal run (check one) consecuive to
Other Sentences: concurrent vith the following: (check one)hominy

0any aciive sentence being served.
Ospeciiosentences:—

Retention of Jurisdiction: SN
0 The court retains jurisdiction overthe defendant pursuant to section 847.16(4), Florida Statues.

page © ar 4
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DONALD JAMES SMITH, DEFENDANT CASE NUMBER!16-2013-CF-005781-AXXXMA
oBTS #

- wom rome miioOTHERPROVISIONS
(Asto Count(s)_3.

Current Jail
Credit Timo: 8 itis further ordered that the defendant shall be allowed a totalof 1775 days as

credit for ime incarcerated on this case/count before impositionof this sentence.Credit for Time Served
an ViolationofProbation /
‘Community Control:
(check one) Otis further ordered that the defendant shallbeallowed days time

served between ate ofarrestas aviolatorfollowing release from prison 10 he date of
resentencing. The Department of Corrections shall apply original jail time credit and
shall compute and apply credit for time served only pursuant to section 821.0017,Florida State, on count (Offenses committed on or after January1,1894
O Its further ordered that the defendant be allowed days time served
between date of arrest as a violator following release from prison fo the date ofresentencing. The Department of Corrections shall apply original jail ime credit and
shall compule and apply credit for time served and unforfeited gain time previously
awarded on count(s), (Offenses committed before October 1, 1989,
O Its further ordered that the defendant be allowed days time served
between date of arrest as a violator following release from prison to the dale of
resentencing. The Department of Corrections shall apply original jail time credit and
shall compule and apply credit for time served on couni(s) (Offenses
commited between October 1, 1989, and December31, 1893.

Prior Prison Credit: 0 ltis further ordered that the defendant shal be allowed days time
served between date of the original sentence being vacaled fo the dale of
resentencing. The Department of Corrections shall apply original jai time credit and
shall compute and apply credit for time served on count(s) .

Forfeiture of Prior The court deems the unforfeiled gain time previously awarded on the above count(s)
GainiGood Time: forfeited under section 948.06(7)
ehck ono) OR

0 The court allows unforfeited gain time previously awarded on the above count(s).
(Gain tine maybesubject to orfefure bythe Departmentof Correctionsundesecon 9442801)

Consecutive Rts further ordered that the sentence imposed for count(s)3_ shall run
Concurront As to (check one)
Other Counts: 2 consecutive to 0 concurrent with the sentence set forth in count _2
spies) of this case.

Consecutivol Itis further ordered that the composite term of all sentences imposed for the
Concurrent As To ‘counts specified in ths order shall run (check one) 0 consecuve to
OtherSentences: 0 concurrent with the folowing: (check one)
tAppicabi

Dlany active sentence being served.
DOspecifiosentences:

Retention of Jurisdiction: Sori
‘0 The court retains jurisdiction over the defendant pursuant to section 947.16(4), Forida Statutes.
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DONALDJAMES SMITH,DEFENDANT (CASE NUMBER:16-2013.CF-005781-AXXCMA
| SPECIAL PROVISIONS ]

(Aso Counlts)_283
By appropae nolan, he tauingpovisans apply othe sentence ingosec:
©] Firearm: 1. 1 hr ordered at th mandatory minimum imprisonment provions of scion TISCET),Fords Sakdes, fs heteby posed for he sorencs 5ecied nscoun

Drug Tafeking: 1s ftner cnr tat he randtary isi imprisonment grrision and a na of
5 "8 se forhin secon 653 1357). Flora Sis. is hereby imposedfor he sannce speci hscon.
3 Controled Substance Within 1000 Feet of School: is further ordre hat ho 3year mardslay iim mpionment
provsono secon 83.131), Faria Sauce, s herby nposed foie sentence specie nis cout.
0 Habit Felony Offend: The dafandant i ducted shit elony fender and hasbeen seancad 0 3 oxtnded am in
accordance wil ih prosions of secon 775 03K), Florida Salis. The requis ndings by he cout ac sl or na separateaeordon record open cou.
0 Hatitat Vitont Felony Offender: The defendant is audit habitat vin ony fend nd hs ben sanencd oan
extended fem in accordance wih 1. proviions of secon 775004). Flora. Salles. A mandatory mam tomo Jes) mst bo Served i 0 ease. TheisFigs of ho cour ar st on spree order or ied
one reEm open coun
C3 Violent Carer Grminat: The defendants ajocicated a vient carer cirinal and has been seienced 0 an exended erm a
accordance ih he provilons of scion 75 08440), Flora Satie. Amandaory miuer of vert) mustSa sorved pr01eiase. Th recut ndings of (he Coe1 31 Gi 3 parte arr of ied on TGCS Go cou.
0 Prion Release Reoffender: The delendens ajucald ison lease reofnder naccerdance vilh the pivisions of secon
750620) 0d setanced 1 sv 100 pacant ofthe mari serena provided b Iv ft 1h ofan of whi te iondanthasbeen Comite. A mandala minum tem of Vey moses a3 PRE n secordancs wih th proviso ospete
0 Law Enforcement Potaétion Acs is her ordered hth defendant shl svaii of yes) before
eles in scordance vithsection 775.0823, Foca States (fenses commiled before danny 1, 1990
0 Capital Offenso Excluding Firs Dre Hurder ands. 750161: is rine ordered hat the defendant shall seve io essthan
25 years in acordance wih th provisions of econ 75 0921), Florida States (aHensescomdied bore Oclober 1.1999,
0 Shr Barred Rife, Shotgn, Machine Gun: is ther ordered ht he year mandatory minum provisions of section
7802212, Fords Sites aro here Inpsed for h sien spcied i count ofan commie blr anny 1, 1554
0 Continuing Crimins Enterprises I her ordered hath 25-year mandatory minima sence provisions of scion 89320.
Florida Saket, ce hereby imposed o 1h seienc speciein hs cout (aHenses commie bfer January 1. 1990,
DU Manslaughter is frther adored hth 4 year mandatory minimum sentence rovisn pursuant 0 secon 316.1556.

Florida Siataes, hereby posed for he. senence speciedin tis coun.
Dangers Soxuat Felony Ofendor The defendant i adscte a dangerous sess oy offender and hs bon sentenced to

0 render 1CAGEih he provilon of seta 7040115. Flot Sates: A mandtoy urnem of
Se)et Saved To eungohGort Br 6rh. ale raoion6c in apon EU
3 riminal Gang Acthiys Tho fey coniion i fo an offen at was fou, pursuant to section 87404, Florida Sates o
ave ben commie he pposeofbene, promoting or frherng he erst of3 cin gang.
0 Sexual Offender Toe defendant is auccted a Sexual Ofer in accordance ith he provisions of secon 9530KIS(N)
Fonda Stites.
2 Soul Prdate: Tha delndan i scuccated a Sev Preto in sccordan wilh i provisosecon 775.210), Floida
Sits.
0 Yount Ofender: The efendantisaddatd a You Ofenderin accordance wih the provisions of scion 95841a.
Floids Sites.
0 Taking 3 Law Enforcement Offa’ is: 1s fer ordrea he 3-year mandatory mii inprisoment cision of
Socion 79500751) Fda Sate. sre imposed fhsean speed is count (fnses commed bare aan
f=
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"DONALD JAMES SMITH, DEFENDANT CASE NUMBER:16-2013-CF-005781-AXXX-MA

oBTS

In the event the defendant is sentenced to a periodof incarceration in state prison, the Sheriff of Duval
County, Florida, is hereby ordered and directed to deliver the defendant to the Florida Department of
Correctionsa the facilly designatedby the Department together with a copy of this judgment and sentence
and any other documents specifiedbyFlorida Statute.

In open court, the defendant vas advised of the right to appeal from this sentence by filinga ole of
appeal with the clerk of this court within30 days from this date and the right to the assistanceofcounsel in
taking the appeal at the expense of the State on showing of ndigency.

In imposing the above sentence, the courtfurtherrecommends  adjudges:

NE AND ORDERED in myo in Jacksonvile, Duval County, Florida, this_L>_ day of
2018

Cs
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